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Although King Oscar is Appointed Grand Admiral
of German Navy-Vi- sit
of Two Sovereigns

on Canadian Prairie.

Battleford, Saskatchewan,
North
Canada, July 14. Nothing more striking or unique can be Been today on
the American continent than the sight
which has been presented to your correspondent today, the spectacle of a
railroad so new that It has not been
leveled, pioneering a country which
still has homesteaders taking up the
government land as the great plains
of the Mississippi valley were taken
up In the years following the Civil
North Battleford Is less than four
weeks old. The buildings are of fresh
sawed boards, and bundles of shingles
do duty for steps at the entrance of
the principal hotel. And yet this la In
pretentious structure two stories
height, with 14 or 15 rooms, and a
dining hall capable of serving a party
of forty guests with comfort.
Five weeks ago there was only the
wide sweep of virgin sod, and within
a quarter of a mile of the hotel I picked up the skull of a buffalo. Today
town lots, which are plotted by the
townsite agent of the Northern Pacific railroad, are selling for $"0 a
piece.
Battleford is on the Saskatchewan
river, about 500 miles northwest of
Winnipeg, and about half the distance
to Edmonton. It is reached by a new
extension of the Canadian Northern
railroad, which is still in process of
construction, but which for a few
weeks has been hauling In the set-

tlers.

Already 600 carloads of settlers effects have been unloaded on the
prairie, and they may be seen at every
station. Plows, sewing machines, bedding, lumber, tools and provisions are

lying along the line for miles.
A little distance from the hotel
at North Dattleford there Is a tepee
of a Cree Indian, with skins spread
out upon the scrub trees to tan, and
a large assortment of uninviting looking meat spread on the ground to dry.
A gray wolf, of the prairie variety,
watched our train as it pulled out of
"Wadena, one of the townsltes plotted
along the right of way, and not far
from Warraan (named for Cy War-mathe poet and author of railroad
yarns) a brown and white spotted
antelope stood on an eve'ifttlon and
seeing the train, wheeled about, showing his white tuft of a tall as a danger signal, and trotted quietly away.
The engineer who laid out the line

Is a Private One.

says he met a heard of elk crossing

Berlin, July 14. The substance of
a statement made at Stockholm yesterday to the effect that the German
Swedish alliance was seriously contemplated, was submitted to the foreign office today, and the authoritative
statement was that the question or
an alliance between Germany and
Sweden had never come before the
fo;eign office, nor had it been discussed to the slightest extent.
Of course, the foreign office could
not deny that Emperor William and
King Oscar had not spoken of the alliance during an interview at Qefle
yesterday, because the subject at
their conversation was not known
here.

the right of way one day last week.

At Humboldt, where many European settlers have come to take up
lands, one of the most Incongruous
things was a soda water fountain In a
fresh pine board shack denominated a
hotel.
But modern Invention and enterprise have greatly simplified the task
of the pioneer. At Banford a dozen
houses were observed, ail ready to be
loaded on a flat car and taken to
some townsite. They will be used for
depots. The dimensions of a flatcar
are sufficient for a house of the size
required for the temporary uses of
the prairie settler, and many such
houses are being constructed.
The growth of pbpultlon iii the
northwest has distanced all census
counts. During three years it Is esgoverntimated by the Canadian
ment authorities that the province of
Manitoba has gained no less- than
50,000 to 75,000, making the total of
the province between 300,000 and 325,-00The territories, It Is estimated,
have Increased in population about

CLAIMS TO HAVE BEEN

;

230,000.

This growth is witnessed in each
town. Saskatoon, which two years ago
had but 300 people, today has be
tween 3,000 and 4,000. Winnipeg had
42,000 In 1901; at a recent census It
was found that It has 85,000. and
every loyal citizen of the town Is kick
ing because he thinks the count
should have shown 100,000. He is not
content with an Increase of 100 per
cent in four years.
Within six weeks actual work will
be commenced on a branch of the
Canadian Northern railroad which
Chief
will extend to Hudson Bay.
Engineer McLeod told your correspondent that he expected to complete
some 90 miles of road this summer.
The distance to be covered Is about
300 miles; the road will run from
Prince Albert to the most available
point on the bay.
The bay Is open for navigation during the winter months. In summer
the Icebergs drift down from the polar
regions, rendering navigation extreme-dangerouIt Is expected that eventually a short outlet will be found for
the great Canadian wheat belt for
shipping by water to Liverpool by
this Hudson Bay route. The distance
by this route would be 1.000 miles
less than any route now followed. .
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SECRETARY TAFT AND PARTY ARE NOW ON THE BROAD PACIFIC
NEWS ITEM.

NATIVES LYNCH

FOR
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ARRANGING TO

NATIONAL HOLIDAY

MURDERER McGILL
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KING 0SCARGETS

Kiel. Jlllv 14 Rmnarnp Wltir.m
has appointed King Oscar grand admiral of the German navy.

WILL WEAR THE

STRICTLYPR1VATE VISIT

-

formed, Is one of complete aloofness
almost Indifference. It la expected here that as the result of the meeting yesterday, Emperor William and
Germany will be described In some,
countries as taking undue interest tn
Scandanavlan affairs, and socking
for a way to influence settlement.
Such an Idea is disavowed In advance.

CR0WMF

NORWAY

Berlin, July 14. No indications of
Copenhagen,
July 14. At
the result of the meeting between today's cabinet Denmark,
meeting It Hovoinrt
Emperor William and Kin Oscnr At that the ministers were
Gefle, Sweden, yesterday, has reached ment that Prince Charles in full agreeBerlin, nor is any report of their con- should accept the crown efof Denmark,
Norway,
versation likely to be made public, as if King Oscar and other courts moat
it la explained that this was strictly nearly concerned,
expressed their apa private visit of one sovereign to proval. King Christian
and other
another.
j members of
the Danish royal family,
The initiative will probably come are also favorable
to Prince Charles
from this side, as the emperor de- becoming King or Norway.
sires to have at first hand the knowl(Note The picture
of
Prince
edge of the ,8wedlsn-No- i
weglan sit- -' Cha.les, or Denmark,
will b
uatlon. The German government's chosen king of Norway, wno
appear
elsepolicy, as the Associated Press is in where in today's
Cltlren.

PASSENGER AND SUBURBAN

RECEIVE VETERANS

AMONG FRENCHMEN

TRAINS' FATAL COLLISION
He

Had Murdered Crew and One Hundred and Sixteenth
Anniversary of the Fall
Passengers of a Cattle
of the Bastiie.
Steamer.

At

the National Encampment
to Meet in Denver
in September.

Chicago, July 14. The passenger
train on the Chicago & Eastern Illinois railroad, leaving St. Louis at
midnight, collided with a suburban
n
train at Stelger, HU today. The
was killed and the engineer was
badly hurt and several
passengers
more or lesB injured.
Ore-ma-

s.

NEW

RAILROAD

IS

PARIS IS ATTIRED

COMPLETED

IN GAY COLORS

THE

TOBACCO

TRUST

INQUIRY

die. The engine of both trains were demolished and the first coach of the)
suburban train was smashed.
Thai
dead are James Lyke, engineer of the
suburban train; George Epstein, of
Chicago, and Ferdinand Heyn, of Chicago.

...

The cause of the collision Is said
The Killed and Injured.
to have been an open switch, whlok
Three persons
killed and seven let the through train in on tht,Mn
here from Celba, and reports that the Man of the uastile, which is to France the Grand Army of the Republic, with Injured and someweie
of the Injured may j on which the suburban was st Jndins.
negro, McGill, who murdeied the crew what the Fourth of July is to the its several affiliated bodies, which will
be held in this city In September, are
and eight passengers of the cattle ' great sister republic across the
Olympla, has been lynched lantlc, is being celeb, ated In the usual rapidly nearing completion. For many
manner. Business is suspended, the years Denver has sought the privilege DOANE MUST ANSWER
by natives.
CONVENTIONS AND
Bourse Is closed and the boulevards of entertaining the civil war veterans
NEW
now that Us desire is about to
throngs.
filled
noisy
are
with
has
It
aud
WHITE RIVER ROAD
FOR LYONS MURDER
unquestionably been one of the gayest be fulfilled, no trouble or expense Is
COMMITTEE MEETINGS
fourteenths of July seen for years being spa.ed to Insure the visitors
nmtnt
TODAY
ir
13 lUlurLLlLlf The stars and stripes and British Mags royal time.
In connection with the meetings of
were exceptionally numerous in the
the Grand Army there will be held Outlaw Waives Preliminary Ohio Democrats in Session.
St. Louis, Mo., July 14. Official an- - decorations.
The main feature of the day was the annual gathering of the national
nouncement is made that the new
Hearing and is Held
New York, July 14. Twelve new General Fitzgerald, former president White River railroad,
running from the review of the ganiaon of Paris. Woman's Relief Corps, the national
Detroit to Entertain League
veterans, the national
directors, including D, Cady Herrlck, of the Mercantile Trust company; Newport, Ark., to Carthage, Mo., is The troops were assembled at Long' Daughters ofsociety.
now completed and open to traffic. champs at an early hour.
Shortly Ladies' Aid
Ladles of the G
Without Bail.
or Press Clubs.
President Nicholas Murray Butlerof Horace C. Demlng, who Is now presl The completion
of this new division after 9 o'clock an artillery salute an- - A. H., the Army Nurses s association,
Frederick
Institution,
of
Congressman
and
dent
university,
that
Columbia
of the Missouri Pacific system opens nounced the arrival of President Lou the National Association of Naval
who was chosen at the establishes a line through a section of bet, who was accompanied by the Veterans aud the National Association
Charles E. Littlefleld, of Maine, and G. Bourne,,
MUCH
EVIDENCE
AGAINST HIM SOUTH CAROLINA
last meeting of the board. The Mer
of War.
EDITORS MEET
N. Stran&hn, collector of the port of cantile Trust company is controlled establishe a line through a section of members of the cabinet, the presidents of
meetings
The
deputies
senate
of
reunions
of
chamber
these
Noithern
Arkansas
and
of
the
Southeastern
and
and
Mew Yoik, were chosen, and resigna- by the Equitable society.
Missouri, rich in mineral and timber the military governor of Paris and various organizations will occupy the
All of the new directors chosen to- resources.
tions of two old directors and one reIt runs through the fiean staff. Mme. Lou bet and a party of gi eater part of the first week In SepClaude Doane, charged with the
Columbus, Ohio, July 14. The new
cently elected member were accepted day had been recommended by the of the Ozark mountains and taps one distinguished ladies soon followed, tember.
Much interest centers
in murder of Walter Lyons, the McKln-- j
by the board of directors of the Equit- board of trustees, after correspond of the best fruit section of the West.1 and the review commenced, ending the choice of a new commander
In icy cuuuijr ncuuui leacner, ana wno ; democratic state central committee la
ence and consultation with many of
today for the purpose,
able Life Assurance society today.
A mrther shortening of this
line with the usual distribution of decora- - Chief of the G. A. H., in succession to was cantured last Saturdav in Taos ' n. 8e88lon
organizing. me personnel of the
The directors who resigned were the policy holders.
will be made when the branch from tlons. About 20,000 troops partlcipat-Newpor- t General W. R. Rlackmar, of Massa ranvnn in th norfh-- m
nirt f thuw- vl
J. well divided and
chusetts.
For this office there are territory, was arranged before a justice naui nrtm
to Wynea, Aik., has been ed In the review,
completed, as it will then be unneces-- i
In the city the day was celebrated already several candidates and the or the peace In Gallup yesterday af- from ail Indications no one faction of
ary for trains to go via Bald Knob, ' quietly, but as the evening wore on contest promises to be a spirited one. ternoon, lie waived a preliminary the party will be able to exercise comSOLDIERS MURDER
LAWSON'S TOUR
s
ot the city presented an animated and
thus cutting off about
hearing and was bound over without plete control. The ultra conservatlT
element, represented In leadership by
the distance between these two points. brilliant spectacle, open air dancing, MANIPULATED AGaTnST
bail to await the action of the next John
R. McLean, controls nine of tha
pyrotechnic displays, and a general once,
to
is
be
The
work
at
commenced
grand
jury.
RUSSIAN OFFICERS
HAS CLOSED
districts.
The remaining twelve are
being the principal feat- j lumination
was
ttie
Doane
When
TOBACCO
removed
from
GROWERS
lures. The opeia and theaters gave
JOCKEY ROBBINS PROBABLY
jail by Sheriff Coddington and taken divided among the supporters of Pat-tlsothe nominee for governor, and
FATALLY INJURED IN ACCIDENT 'ree performances, in accordance with
Washington, July 14. Through the before the justice, he was the center Mayor Tom L. Johnson
long standing custom. Long after
of Cleveland.
of
the
room
and
was
Revolutionists. In Minnesota and He Returns New York, July 14. Jockey W. W. ' amidnight
court
interest
And Join
iecelpt
of
various
communication
squares
Harper of Mt. Vernon Is to
all the
and open from
literally racked when the sheriff en- Frank
apSouth,
and
the
statements
spaces
be
were crowded with waltzers
chairman
Robbins v as probably fatally injured
committee and
pearing
the press at various times tered with the prisoner. There was no Harvey Garber ofwilltheprobably
Trcpoff Has Established
Meat
to Boston-Aw- ful
during the first race at Brighton and merrymakers, who gave up no In- that the instatistics
be namor any kind and as he
demonstration
of
department
the
Beach today when the horse be was dication of an intention to give up of agriculture on tobacco were being waived examination, he was only In ed to bead the state executive comsport
until dawn.
in New York.
mittee.
Strict Censorship.
riding. Derision, fell and broke the their
manipulated in the Interest of the the court room for a few minutes.
horse's neck. The animal died InstantSince Doane's arrest additional evi- DETROIT
tobacco trust. Secretary Wil
Muskogee 4. Texas Road.
WILL
ly and the jockey was picked up badly
Guthrie, Okia., July 14. A terri-toil- son has begun inquiry on the subject. dence has been found by the officers,
ENTERTAIN SCRIBES
USED A YALE GRADUATE IS DROWNED hurt.
LANGUAGE
IS
which proves almost beyond a doubt
POLISH
charter has ben Issued to the
that the
is the murderer
Muskogee & Texas Railroad company, A MILLION OF COOLIES LEFT
Detroit. Mich., July 14. Detroit la
TAFT AND PARTY
HONOLULU LAST YEAR. of Lyons. It Is said that witnesses preparing
with a capital stock of $4,000,000. The
to extend a royal welcome
Tieflis, Caucasia, July 14. A regiREACH HONOLULU
Albert Lea, Minn., July, 14.
Lyons
C'ushlng, Okia., to
saw
have
been
found
will
run
that
road
and
from
ment of Russian Sappers, stationed In Thomas W. Lawson made the final
San Francisco, July 14. F. P. Sar- Doane together a short time previous to the visiting newspaper men wha
Honey
a
Texas,
250
Grove,
distance
of
Honolulu, July 14. Secretary of miles, starting from Cushlng, running gent, commissioner of general
a small village in the mountains near speech of bis swing around the circle
to the discovery of D e body of Lyons. will come to this city next week to
here, has murdered all its otllcers and here today, addressing a large aud- War Taft and party arrived this morn- through the Creek
of. Washington, D. C, arnation
to
MuskoAnother strong point of the prosecu attend the annual convention of th
It is rumored has Joinl the revolution-- ience at the local Chautauqua assem- ing on the steamer Manchuria. Soon gee, thence
through the Creek and rived in Sail Francisco on the steam- tion Is said to be the fact that the International League of Press clubs.
ists.
bly. Since leaving Boston ten days after the vessel was docked, the vis- Cherokee nations
to Porter. I. T.. ship Korea ou his way from Hon- - saddle' Doane was using at the time of A reception and smoker will be fesv.
ago Mr. I.awson has delivered about itors went driving to the Pali. Mem- then through the Cherokee and Choc- - "lulu, wheie he has been inspecting his capture, was the property of tures of the entertainment program
STRICT CENSORSHIP
and an auto trip around the city will
a dozen speeches at various points bers of the distinguished party de taw nations and Texas, to Honev the immigrant stations an
dll- - Lyons.
ORDERED BY TREPOFF. in Kansas, Nebraska, Iowa and Minne- clare they had an enjoyable voyage to Grove. The road will assist In de- - ierent ports of the Islands of the
be taken by the entire representation
Mawail
The alleged murderer has been and
several different industries will
sota,
people
of those states Honolulu. The Manchur'.a leaves for veloplng a rich and extensive section. and Maui.
telling
the
county
placed
Jail,
In
McKlnley
the
St. Petersburg, July 14. The gov- in his characteristic forceful style of Manila tonight at 6 o'clock.
He says tuut there is a large exo- where he will be kept until the fall bo visited. Delegates representing
n
ernment censorship is now under the the iniquities of the Standard Oil
and Canadian newspapers wi.l b
dus of Japanese to the malulaud, and term of the district court for McKln-le- y
Grand Farmers' Institute.
direction of General Trepoff, assist- crowd and urging them to renewed WANT RECEIVERSHIP
present, outside of the 200 delegate
Jackson, Miss., July 14. The grand that the situation is a matter of much
county.
ant minister of the interior. The of- vigor in their warfare against capitalBANK DISSOLVED
from clubs In the United States.
Fanners' institute, which has been In concern to the planters of -the islauds.
e
fice has been revived with all Its
Surveyor General M. O. Llewellyn
session at the State Agricultural col- His figures show that fin- the fiscal
istic combines. Mr. I.awson will leave
vigor. A blanket order has been for Boston
St. Louis, July 14. Arguments were lege since Wednesday, concluded its year ending June 30, 19U5, the num- has ordered the following official min- SOUTH CAROLINA
by way
returning
tonight,
issued positively prohibiting the pub- of Canada.
meeting today with an interesting ber of immigrants from the islands al- eral surveys to be made:
submitted today before Judge
EDITORS CONVENE
lication of any news relating to
The claim of C. T. ltrown, known as
in circuit court at Clayton, on program of papers and talks on prac- most reached the astoundiug figures
White Stone Springs, S. C, July 14.
strikes, disorders or revolutionary HUMIDITY HEAT KILLING
motion for dissolution of receivership tical farming topics. The live char- of l,Km,uuo, the greater bulk of wuicu the Crestone group, comprising the
The South Carolina State l'ress asaction.
Crestone, Golden Sunrise No. 1, and
PEOPLE IN NEW YORK of the Peoples' United States bank. acter of the discussions and the num- went to the mainland.
"Tlieie is a remarkably large exo- (rolden Sunrise No. 2, lode mining sociation met lu annual session here
Attorney General Hadley, at whose ber of agricultural experts of promNew York, July 14. Although the Instance a receiver for the bank was inence who have taken part, have dus of Japanese to the maiuland, as claims, situated In the Silver Mountain today with a gratifying attendance.
PEACE PROPOSALS
ARE DISCUSSED. actual temperature In New York City appointed several days ago. Assistant combined to make this year's Insti- many as l,ouu,Ubu leaving
ten1 mining district In Socorro county. The principal feature was an address
in
M. Witte today was the same as yesterday, 86
St. Petersburg, July 14
Attorney General Gentry, Secretary of tute the most succefcsful in Its his- uuys from Honolulu," said Mr. Sar-- I United States Deputy Mineral Sur- by S. H. liardwlck, passouger truffle
had a prolonged audience with the degrees, the humidity decreased from
gent.
ror the month of May the veyor O. U. Smith, of Socorro, will manager of the Southern railway, who
Saenger and State Bank Exam- tory.
emperor this afternoon, In which the 86 to 63 in lea than six hours. Im- State
took as his subject "The Story of the
number of emigrants from the islands make the survey.
hearing.
appeared
Cook
at
the
iner
whole subject of peace negotiations proved conditions are noted In the
VANDERBILT DEFEATED BY
was U'7,t;;i(i, of which the greater per
The claim of the Rurro Mountain South the Impetus and Progress of
was gone over in detail.
GROCER FOR FIRE CHIEF. cent were Japanese and Chinese the Copper company, known as the Floor! Its Development,
greatly reduced death record. Three
New Grain Rates for Chicago.
New York. July 14. William
K. bulk of them going to tne mainland.
The difficulties of the situation deaths and about a score of prostraChicago, July 14. The railroads
lode mining claim, situated in the
were discussed and Indications were tions are directly due to the weather have granted the request of the Chi- Vandeibilt, Jr., was put to the fore as
"We are getting all the European Burro Mt. mining distilct In Grant'
Drowned 500 Chinamen.
apt
cago lHard or trade for a readjustment a candidate for chief of the Great Immigrants we need. What we need county, survey to be made by George
wiven thst hi majesty U more
reported up to nocn today.
Victoria. II. C, July 14. News waa
govern
personally to
Witte's course
of the grain rates from the North- Neck lire department, but his com un the islands is to retain thou who O. Brown, United States deputy mln received by the Empress of India of
which A YALE GRADUATE
than the formal Instructions
west through Chicago and St. Paul to pany could not muster enough votes are there now."
the drowning of more than 600 Chierai surveyor.
will
given
him.
Witte
DISAPPEARED OVERBOARD the east. The new tateg will become to elect their candidate and the vilhave been
The claim or the Burro Mountain nese as a result of the collapse of an
Wednesday
lage groceryman was elected.
A Human Blood Expert Dead.
leave St. Petersburg next
Copper company, known as the Samp-so- u overcrowded mat shed ou be bank
effective next Monday.
14. When
Honolulu,
July
the
Ronton, Mass., July 14. Prof.
Two companies comprise tno degroup, comprising the Sampson, of the West river near Canton. A
and will sail for the United States
The tendeucy of the equalization
steamer
today
Manchuria
arrived
it
partment,
S.
Wood of tne Harvard Med- Clara, Celebrated Day, Golf, John H. large crowd had assembled to
on July 20.
the Alert Hook and Ladder
will be to place Chicago and St. Paul
witnesa
was reported that Walter Sullivan, a on an even basis with respect to grain company of Great Neck and the Vig- ical school, an expert in examining
Copper Belil, Candle Stick, the dragon boat festival. Dense
passenger, had disappeared overboard in the Northwest, which might be re- ilant Engine and Hose compauy or human blood, Is dead at his summer Enterprise,
EMPLOYES WILL USE
Favorite,
McKlnley, crowds flocked to a mat shed built
Mr. Vanderbilt is an en- borne at Pocassa.
POLISH LANGUAGE. last night. He was in the smoking garded as tributary to both gateways. .Manhasset.
He had been ill Roosevelt,
Bryan,
over the river. The structure gave
Warsaw, July 14. The employes room until near midnight. It Is not
rolled member of the latter company. lor several months. He was born in Conciliation, Fraction, "S. T.," Fanny way and
precipitated all luto the
disappearrailor
known
Cambridge
whether
not
City
Attorneys
exagreed
Id
mutually
was
Organize.
1840.
Kallcz
It
,
one
the
He bad given
that
of the Vienna. I.odz and
and Last Chance lod mining clams,
West Baden, lnd., July 14. City compauy should elect a chief this pert testimony In many noted murder and the Sampson mill site, situated river. A few saved themselves, but
ways have decided to use only the ance was due to accident. He was a
trials. His last appearance in court in the Buiro Mountain mining dis- the others drowned.
Polish lauguage for the transaction of graduate of Yale In '03 and engaged and township attorneys from all parts year and another the next. The
selected Mr. Vanderbilt, but the was in the trial of Charles L. Tucker, trict In Grant county. United States
railway business, beginning tomorrow. in the banking business with his or Indiana gathered here today for a
Help build the new Presbyterian
If any one is punished for so doing all father, Wta. D. Sullivan, of San An- two day's outing. The chief purpose Alerts put up Egbert L. Clue, who who- - was convicted last winter or the Deputy Mineral Surveyor . George church by attending the entertain
is to affect a permanent orgaVzatlon. was elected.
murder of Mabel Page, at Weston.
employes will resign.
tonio, Texas.
R. Brown will make the survey.
tuent tonight at 8Uu Park avenue.

TWELVE

Denver, Colo., July 14. The arrangeMobile. Ala., July 14. Captain Doe.t Faris, July 14. Today ihe one nun
of the steamer Condor, lias arrived dred and sixteenth anniversary of the ments for the national encampment of
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Admission
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Sunday, Monday,
Tuesday
and Wednesday
Evenings.
"FRA DIAVOLO."
Thursday, Friday and Saturday Kvenings,

V

15c
HAVE YOU EXECUTIVE

tr

I
I

., .. 15c and 25c
Reserved seats on sale at O.
A. Matin's. 202 West Rale
road avenue.
Gardens open every afternoon.
Admission,
free, except during matinees.
served by uniformed waiters.
Admission
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Not
All classified advertisements
er rather Mlnere" one cent a word
for each Insertion. Minimum charge
for any classified advertisements, 16
cents per Issue. In order to Insure
proper
classification all "liners"
should be left at .this office not later
than S o'clock, p. m.

p

WADE
8 T.O C K CO.
Matinee Sunday at 3 p. m.

MJ

CLASSIFIED ADS

NO

I

CITIZEN

HAPOOOOS Orto.), Brain Brokers

PRIbAY, JULY

THIRD STBEIT

MEAT

MARKET

kinds

All

of fresh end
it
Steam Baueagc Factory.

Meat.

MONTEZUMA

Emu .fleinwori
MASONIC BUILDING,

B. A.

I7 Chemical Huihllng, St. Lou la

COMPANY

N. IKIED ST

Albuquerque, - New Mexico

SLEYSTER
ESTATE,

REAL

NOTARY PUBLIC.

CAPITA.

at
WANTED
Threo carpenters,
Broadway and Marquette. Apply to
ROOM 6, CROMWELL BLOCfC
John Hart.
Automstlc Telephone, 174.
painters,'
highest
WANTED Three
wages. C. A. Hudson.
WANTED To buy second hand furniture and household goods. Ad
5moketiie White Lily Clgr
dress, Postollieo Box 95.
WANTED A good responsible house
keeper. App.y 412 West Railroad
avenue.
WANTED Ten house carpenters for
Clifton; wages, $4; 9 hours work.
Apply J. E. Brown, room 9, over
postoffice.
for
WANTED Competent woman
W. Rsllroad Ave.
113
plain cooking and general houseInquire Matthews' Jersay
work.
dairy.
Established In 1882.
WAiN'i'KD
Gentlemen'! second-hanclothing. No. 615 South First street
south of viaduct. Send address and
G.
will call. R. J. Sweeney, proprietor
WANTED Young man to clerk In a 8ols Agents for Casino Canned
Goods., Jas. Heekln A. Co' Coffees,
general
merchandise store; must
speak English and Spanish. AdImboden's Granlts Flour.
dress H., this office.
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To be a gentlewoman Is what each
of us desires.
Of course, wealth and education
combined should make a gentlewoman. Sometimes they do.
AH of us may not acquire either
wealth or education, but any one of
us may become a gentlewoman, for
she is the dainty woman. That Is the
whole story.
Not a week ago I Baw, standing up
on a street corner waiting for a car,
a well dressed, handsome woman. She
looked the geutlewoman, but suddenly
he turned the tip of Iter tongue overt
Jher teeth to clean them. She had left

home without rruHhlnK' her teeth.
You have seen women take from
the hair a hairpin and with It give
thnlr Renin a vicious little diff. There
may have horn a hair out of place.
have been a thrro are
numberless reasons why the scalp may
Hut the
hnvn npc.tixl that attention.
gentlewoman does not allow herrlf
such liberties In puhlir.
"I'll be comfortable even If I'm not
a gentlewoman,' snaps someone.
The gentlewoman Is quite comfortable. She merely straightens every
hair and makes herself comfortable
and ready before she leaves home.
The gentlewoman 1s dainty In
speech. She avoids vulgarities and
speaks quiet, y and f:neere1y.
The gentlewoman is d:ilnty about
her laughter. She never laughs roughly. And you will notice that she does
not cover her mouth with her hand
either In speaking or laughing. This
Is one of the most common of the
things that women do, this
fumbling with the fingers about the
mouth, face and chin. Keep the
hands away from the face. If they
had been needed in talking they
would have grown near the mouth.
.We all know the woman who sets
her little finger Into her ear and digs
frantically.
Then there la the woman who, when
standing, nllowa her weipht to sag to
one leg, and props her hand on her
chin.
To be gentlewomen, we must watch
and learn from gentlewomen. Let us
keep our eyes open and our mouths
shut and applywhat we see.

FOR EVERY NINE
Chicago, July 14. The University
of Chicago shows the smallest gain
of students' attendance in the year
Just closing of any In the history of
the college with the exception of two
years ago, when the registration
sheets showed only thirteen, names
more than those of the preceding
year. The figures Just given out give
a tejral registration of 45908 for the
year ended July 1st, a gain of only
eighteen over last year. These figures include summer quarter students,
consisting largely of women, yet In
aplte of this 190 more men than women have been in attendance at the
Midway school for the last twelve

months.

The total registration for thirteen
years of the institution's history Is
per
bout 36,000 of which only 8
cent have stayed to graduate.
The faculty now numbers 504,
which gives one Instructor for every
nine students. Members of governing bodies of the university explain
that the sudden drop in the percentage of increase in attendance Is due
to the natural reaction that almost
always follows an abnormal Increase
trach as came in 1903-0and to the
cry of tained money.

DEATH'S HARVEST
THE

ON

DESERT

Los Angeles, July 14. Nine men
dead and their bones bleaching on
the Nevada desert; two unknown men
found wandering naked and raving
mad from thirst in Death Valley;
Frank Seaman, insane from thirst and
heat, while trying to walk from Los
Angeles to Indio, picked up by a passenger train which he stopped by
standing on the track; two prospectors, themselves nearly dead from
thirst, finding the skeleton of one who
died on the desert a year ago near
Searchlight, these are some of the
horrors reported from thd desert during the last three weeks.
Tomorrow another effort may be
started toward arousing the authorities of the desert counties to action.
When the directors of the chamber of
commerce meet, George W. Parsons,
who for years has fought the battle
for the miners of the. desert, will ask
that body to make another effort to
get the county commissioners and supervisors to move toward digging
wells and placing guide posts.

OF PREPARED IODINE
CREATES A CURATIVE SERUM

INJECTION

United States Consul Drush at
Milan, Italy, has forwarded further Information legardlng the reported dlscovery by Prof. Joseph Ivl of Milan
of a cure of tuberculosis by the. use of
a specially
prepared Iodine.
Prof.
who for many years has been
connected with the veterinary school
of Milan, has practiced the utso of
iodine on fiorses for the last twenty
years, and now announ'ets that by his
new method consumption can not only
be anested but be completely cured.
He says:
"It is a well known fact that iodine
can Immediately convert itself Into
vaccine and become a virus of the
most active and deadly kind. It follows from this, that a person affected
with tuberculosis becomes capable of
making by himself and In himself, his
own curative serum, ready for healing
purposes when this iodine can circulate Integrally In the blood. And It
Is precisely this
which I bave obtained by my new method."
Prof. d'Auria, of Naples, made many
ncouraging experiments with Iodine
In cass of tuberculosis, as also
before him. but from what Is
alleged, Prof. Levi has now brought
former theories and experiments to a
definite Solution.

WANTED SHOW
GIRL FOR WIFE
PRESIDENT MONROE, OF WHITE
HORSE MINING CO., ASKED MISS
COX TO BE WIFE OR DAUGHTER.
From Chicago comes what appears
to be a fairy tale, but which if true,
Is a good story to tell on President li.
J. Monroe, of the White Horse Mining company, a property that is located not far from Martinez, Ariz.

Du-ra-

HOT POSTUM

much Cold from

klondike arrives.

HOT WEATHER

Since Jtilv 1, gold from the Klon- (li!;e tuts been arriving at Seattle in
large quantities. It wus stated at the

torn Stomachs that

Ice has Hurt.
"Thtre'i

a

yesterday

j

Raon."
I

AN3
THE

d

STAPLE

Cowboy Fatally Hurt.
Ernem Saunders, a cowboy, em
ployed at tho X S X lanch on the
upper Gila, was injured, it is thought
fatally, Sunday, says the Silver City
Independent. The particulars of the
accident are not fully known. Saunders was engaged in the dangerous
woric of breaking some wild horses.
FOR SALE.
and one of the animals fell upon him.
me injuries were about the head. Dr. FOR SALE Rostaui ant, in good lo
cation; will sell cheap for cash. AdO. J. Westlake was summoned from
dress or call at No. 207V4 Gold aveSilver City, and found tho natient
nue; upstairs, room 3.
suffering from concussion of the biain.
An operation was found necessary and FOR SALE Six octave organ. In
good
repair. Apply at 221 South
was performed yesterday afternoon.
Broadway.
Saunders' chances for recovery are
1 he injured
sngnt.
cowboy is well FOR SALE One pair work mules,
wagon and harness. Inquire Glti
known arouud Silver City and Is well
thought of,
West Coal avenue.
'

AND

FANCY

GROCERIES

W.

H.

M

160,00fl.0

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:
SOLOMON LUNA, President:
STRICKLER, V. P. and Ca.hler; W. J. Johnson,
Asat Ca.hlar,
wm. Mcintosh

solomon luna

J. C. BALDRIDGE

A. M. BLACKWELL

george arnot
O.
E. CRO

M

WE L L

DEPOSITORY FOR ATCHISON, TOPEKA A SANTA
FE RAILWAY

LOST Black chiffon fan, trimmed
with gilt spangles and pearl han
dle. Return to The Economist and
receive suitable reward.
I.O.ST A white fox terrier, wearing
black collar, with brass rivets in it
Return to Rothenbeig & Sell loss
cigar store and receive reward.

A

ment

Citizen want ad is a good Invest

Now is the time to buy Chamhertnln's
hone. Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy
It Is certain to be needed sooner or
later and when that time comes you
badly you will need It
will need It
quickly. Huy it now. it may save lire,
Knr pnln bv ntt donter
t

Money to Loan
Pianos, Organs, Horses,

on Furniture,

WA N T

ED

X

s.

Cute for Dyspepsia.
Mrs. 8. l.ln.isav. of Kort William.
Ontario, Camilla,
h" has aulTrml quits
a ntimhrr of years from dyspepsia anS
greet pains In the stomach, ttu adiaS
ty her drugKlHt to tnka Chamberlains
Htomach ami I.lver Tablets. Mbn did so
and says, "I find that they hat j dons
me a trreat deal of good, j Dave asva
had any suffering slnre I be sail usln(
thsra." If troubled with alyspspala M
Indigestion wr,y not tnka thea Taulta.
get well and atar well? For sale by ill

Cashier
W. W. WOODS
Assistant Cashier
H. F. RAYNOLDS
Director
U. 8. DEPOSITORY.

The Standard

AND SOFT DRINKS

PLUMBING AND

HEATING CO.

Rankin & Co.

I.

FIRE INSURANCE
REAL ESTATE

a

Phone

195

AGENCY
Red Upstairs.
110

South Second street.

pleiisunt
surprise party may be
given l
ymir siumai-and linr by
liking a iiuilU-inwhich will relievo
their pHlti and discomfort, vis: lr.
King's New Life Till. They ar a rmwt
wonderful remedy, affording sure relief
and cure, for headache, disilneas and
constipation.
26o at all druggists.
A

H. COX, Manager.

Iron Pipe, Iron

Pipe Fittings, Brass Fittings and Valves, Steam and
Hot Water Heating and Gas Fitting. A full line of bath room fixtures and supplies. Storer Gasoline Englnee.

ullsin.

412 W. Railroad Ave.
AUTO.

CO

KEYES-LAMKI- N

'PHONE, 671.

COLO.,234.

Cement Contractors

THE HAPPY HOUSEWIFE
Who takes pride In her bread and
cake making knows the pleasure and
satisfaction to be had by the use of
Empress mills flour. She knows her
bread will be the whitest, sweetest,
most nutritious and healthful,
and
her cakes, pies and pastry dainty,
delicate 'and light.

Cement Work oAH Kinds

Estimates Furnished

208

p

Depository for Atchison, Topeka and
Santa Fe Railway
Company.

FRANK McKEE

CONFECTIONERY

,

Buy It Now.

M.

Officer and Directors:
J08HUA 8. RAYNOLDS,. . .President
M. W. FLOURNOY,...VIce
President

LOANS

TICKETS.
Cut Rates.
For reduced rates to and from all
points go to Paulsen's
Association
Railroad
Railroad
office.
Ticket
tickets bought, sold and exchanged.

Pald-n-

Capital, Surplus and
Profits, 1250,000.00

IN

DEALER

Dressmaker with latest French pat
terns will go out by the day or take Automstls Phons 41.
work at home. Call or address, 315 Room 10, N. T. Armljo
North Arno street.
RAILROAD

Authorized Capital,
$500,00.0.00

BANK

ALBUQUERQUE, N.

Second Door North of P. O.

i

i

FIRST
NATIONAL

CP. Schutt,

L03T.

Wagons and other Chattels; also on
SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE RECEIPTS, as low as $10.00 and as alga
as $200,000. Loans are quickly made
strictly private.
One
Time:
MEN ANDWCKiEN, and
month to one year given. Goods to re
I'w Bib U for iinntur
ttiilHrniiiitliDfja.
riurha.!
Our rates
main in your possession
trritittiuut ur
re reasonable. Call and see us before
,..
I'MlM,
P.
frHli
borrowing.
IrHlEVANSCHEMICAlCo. sent or
CIHCINHII,( ITfC
N0I1I by IkrntfsUla.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.,
errm 1; pi km. wrapprr,
Steamship tickets to and from all
parts of the world.
"f "'.HI' i t!i.
V U
Kooms 3 and 4. Grant Bldg.,
Forced to Starve.
305 West Railroad Ave
II. 1. I.eK. of lonrord.
KV.. anva
PRIVATE OFFICES.
"For 20 yiara 1 aulTered. agonies, with
a aure on my upper lip, so painful some- OPEN EVENINGS.
mm e iiihi
cmuu not ut. After vainly
trying everything elne, 1 cured It with
liurklt-n'Arnica Salve." It's great for
iniriiH, rtue una wounds. At nil druif
gists; only 26c.
Wonder why peopt worry this hot
Cholera Infantum.
when they should place
Ruth, the little daughter of E. N weather,
their troubles with us. We secure po
Dewey, of Agnewvllle. Va., wrs serious
IV ill of eholeru infantum
sitions as well as find positions.
Wo gave her up unit did nut expect
WE WANT AT ONCE
to Hvo from one hour to another," her
he 2 waitresses, 2 waiters, one good cook
! happened
Hays.
to think of Chamber
(for out of city), 1 second cook. 1
Inln'a Pholle, Cholera and
ItemeUy and got a bottle of It Ilarrhtea
from the dishwasher, 1 chamber maid, 2 girls
siore. in nve hours 1 saw a ehrtnue fo for housework, 3 painters, man to
the better.
We kept on giving It an
take charge of horses, man to wash
before she find t:ik.n iho h..:f
r...
small botile she was well." This remedy wagons, tearhsters, (for city work),
i.y
sate
an
is tur
neslers.
teamsters FOR GRADE WORK, team-iter- s
for lumber camp, laborers,
Bent Her Double.
"I knew no ono for four weeks. hen bridge carpenters, bridge helpers all
steady positions.
h tvohniil fever and kid
w.ih Ki"K
ney trouble," writes Mrs. Annie Hunter,
A first-clas- s
ratchet setter, and a
of IMttHburKT, I'll., "nnd when 1
bet first-clas- s
planer, $3 per day, to start.
ter, althonnh I had one of the bent doctors could get. was bent double, and Good position, (out of city). Married
hud to rest my hands on my knees man preferred.
wnen i walked. ! roni tins terrlhle f
TWENTY MEN
Miction 1 was resetted, by Klectrta hit
lers, which restored my health and For railroad work teamsters and laand now 1 can walk as borers.
HtraiKht n ever. They are slmplv wonilcrful." dual int.-- il to cure nomach,
liver and kidney disorders; at all
t'rlce 6oe.
The Southwestern Employment

tliat between
and (oOO.OOO in cheeks was
being paid out daily on this account.
are
shipments
While the present
large, reports indicate that before the
end of July tho dally receipts will
amount to 500,(X)0 or more.
dealers.

OF

PIONEER

MM

Found

BANK

WITH AMPLE MEANS
UNSURPASSED FACILITIES
COMMERCE
OF HLBUOOEROIIF.

CAPITAi,

FOR RENT.
214 South 8econd Street.
FOR RENT Two neat.y furnished
front rooms for light housekeeping. Hlllsboro Creamery Butter Best on
406 North Arno street.
Earth.
FOR RENT Two or three unfurnish
Free Delivery
ed rooms, close in, to desirable Orders Solicited.
party. Address B.. this office.
FOR RENT Two pleasant rooms In
private family. Electric light and
BAKERY
bath. Call 1110 West Railroad aveFIMON BALLING, Proprietor.
nue.
FOK RENT Two very cool, pleasant
iucce88or to Balling Bros.
looms for light housekeeping, or
sleeping rooms for men. Mrs. H. E.
WEDDING
A
CAKE
SPECIALTY
Rutherford, 113 Iron avenue.
FOR RENT Rooms for light house
keeping. Inquire 524 West Railroad
We desire patronage, and we
avenue.
first-clas- s
guarantee
baking
FOR RENT A suite of three rooms. 207 3.
Street,
Albuquerque
First
very deslreable for party of young
men. 713 West Copper.
FOR RENT Most desirable rooms froth Homt Mado Canelet m 9pao- In city, single or ensulte, with table
lalty....lca Cream Made In Any
board. 713 West Copper.
Quantity for Partloa, ate.

PRINCE CHARLES OF DENMARK.
It Is reported that Prince Charles,
second son of King Christian,
of
Denmark, has
been offered the
throne of Norway. His wife, the
Princess Maud, is the youngest
daughter of King Edward of England.

drug-KlHl-

$100,000

-

PRATT & GO.

F.

,

l.

4 res

1- -2

1

-

CIGARS

HE MAY BE CHOSEN
KING OF NORWAY.

n

CONSUMPTION CURE

SURPLUS

JOE RICHARDS,

It Is an extraordinary tale, in which
President Monroe tried to Induce a
show girl to either become his wife or
adopted daughted. To each offer she
entered a refusal because of her fondness lor the footlights. The story as
taken from a Chicago paper of recent
date, is as follows:
Then
"I'm afraid I'm stage-strucI'm told Arizona is a dreadful place to
live in."
Miss Olive Jennlng Cox, a "south
PLENTY OF PROOF.
ern beauty," with the "When Johnny
Comes Marching Home" company, From People You KnowFrom Albuquerque Citiiens.
said this In explanation or her refusal
either to marry or be adopted by D. C.
The greatest skeptic can hardly fail
Monroe.
to be convinced in the face of eviThe heroic nature of her refusal dence like this. It is Impossible to
may be appreciated, when It is known produce better proof of merit than the
that Mr. Mouroe'B wealth Is computed testimony of residents of Albuquerque,
at $4,000,000. He is 40 years old, 0'. peopie who can be seen at any time.
good looking, a man of cultivated
Read the following case of it:
taste, and Is president of the White
J. A. Skinner, dealer in staple and
company,
capitalized
Mining
Horse
fancy groceries, 116
Gold ave
at $10,000,000, which Is developing nue, says: "When aWest
man finds from
mining properties of Hch promise in
and experience that an
the southwest. His home is in Pres- - observation
article extensively advertised does not
cott, Ariz.
do as it promises it is his duty to
"I have known Mr. Monroe since I prevent
his fellow men from squander
dresses,"
was a little girl in knee
Miss Cox continued. "He used to live Ing probably hard earned wealth In
in the same apartment house with Its purchase. It Is just aa much the
my family In New York. I did not see duty of a citizen to tell his friends and
about articles upon
him until a few mouths ago, after I acquaintances
had gone on the stage. For some which they can absolutely depend
reason or other, he seemed to fall in Some time ago there came to my notice a case of a child whose control
love with me.
"He stopped in Chicago on his way over the kidney secretions was limit
The parents procured for it
west a little while ago, she added ed.
"and begged me to quit the stage. Doan'8 Kidney Pills at the Alvarado
When I declined to marry him, he pharmacy, and the treatment, accord
wanted to adopt me, and said he ing to directions ror children, was
would take me to Europe to have my commenced. In addition to the limit
I like Mr. Monroe; ed control
voice cultivated.
there was considerable
he's very nfee, but no matrimony or hackache.the complications fully prov
adoption in miua, thank you. I have ing that in some way the kidneys were
a career to carve out."
either weakened or over excited. The
The millionaire stayed in Chicago treatment of Doan's Kidney Pills so
ten dayg, and most o( bis time was strengthened, washed and purified
spent in trying to persuade the pretty kidneys that the annoyance ceased.the
Bhow girl to allow herself to be marFor sale by all dealers. Price B0
ried or adopted.
cents. Foster-MllburCo., Buffalo. N
Y., sole agents for the United States.
Remember the name Doan's and
MORE ABOUT NEW
take no other.
49

AN INSTRUCTOR

AND

Interest Allowed on Savings Deposits

(

CASINO

TRUST

.

INSURANCE,

WANTED.

N

14, 1905.

SOUTH

BROADWAY

MERCHANT

TAILOR

HAS OPENED BUS
NESS AT NO. 209 WEST RAIL
ROAD AVENUE.

O. BAMBINI

I dsts opened a mercnant tailoring
establishment upstairs over No. Z0I
West Railroad avenue, and solicit the
patronage of tbe general public
Suits mads to order. Clothes cleaned,
pressed snd repaired. Tbe specific I
use will not Injure the cloth. Ladlee
garments also clesned, snd walking
skirts mads to order. Fit guaran
teed. Have had 16 years' experience
In this city. Give me a trial.

114

"EMPRESS."

West Copper Ave.

tXXXXrXXIXTXirXXIXXXTTTTTTTTTTTTTX?
'OLD RELIABLE"

ESTABLISHED

NOTICE OF EXECUTOR.
Notice Is hereby given that the ex
ecutor, Jose E. Chaves, was on the 8th
day of June, A. D. 1905. duly appointed by the Honorable Probate
Court in and for Valencia county, New
Mexico, executor of the estate of Fel
ipe Chaves, deceased, late of Belen
V alencia county. New Mexico.
All persons having claims against
the said estate of Felipe Chaves, deceased, are hereby notified and required to present the same within the
time required by law. Also all per
sons Indebted to said estate are hereby
notified to forthwith call upon the un
derslgned to pay the same.
JOSE3 E. CHAVES,
Executor of the estate of Felipe
Chaves, Deceased.
Belen, N. M., June 12, 1905.

WHOLESALE
Flour,
Carrie

1878

PUTNEY

L. B.

O. BAMBINI

AVISO DE EJECUTOR..
Aviso es por estas preseutes dado, que
el abajo flrmadojose E. Chaves, fue en
el dia 8 de Junlo, A. D. 1905, deblda-ment- e
nombrado por la Honorable
Cone de Pruebas del Comiado de Valencia, Nuevo Mexico, EJecutor del
estado de Felipe Chaves, difunto,
del Condado de Valencia,
Nuevo Mexico.
Todas las personas que tengan
en contra de dicho estado de
Felipe Chaves, difunto, son por estas
presentes requerldas y notlflcadas de
presentar
las mlsuias deutro del
tiempo rcquerido por ley. Y tamblen
todas las personas que debnn a dicho
estado son por estas presentes
de tnlnedlstamcnte pagar las
uiisui&a al abajo nrmado.
JOSE E. CHAVES,
EJecutor del Estado de Felipe Chaves,
difunto.
Belen, N. M., Junlo 12 de 1905.

M. BERGER

copHiariT

Grain

and

GROCER
Provisions.

the Largest and Most Extensive Stock or
Staple Groceries In the Southwest.

Farm and Freight Wagons
RAILROAD AVENUE.

ALBUQUERQUE,

ft

M- -
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GROSS

KELLY

& CO.

(INCORPORATED)

e

:

WHOLESALE
--

I
J
w

1-

-

GROCERS
-- -

WOOL, HIDE AND PELT DEALERS
ALBUQUERQUE

AND LAS VEGAS

J

FRIDAY, JULY

14,

ALBUQUERQUE EVENING CITIZEN.

1905.
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Buy One of those Beautiful

r
rn F& $2)

Lots in the
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YOU WILL NEVER MISS THE MONEY
Call

at our office and we will drive you over the ground. No trouble to show the lots
SURETY INVESTMENT COMPANY
W. H.

Greer, Pres.

MINERAL

"ALL ABOARD FOR ST.
JOE AND HAPPINESS, OR- -

BY THE SURVEYOR

w..i47'(

IKS

C4.

A

Nil

GENERAL

Surveyor General M. O. Llewellyn
has ordered the following official mineral surveys to be made:
The claim of C. T. Brown, known as
the Crestone group, comprising the
Crestone, Golden Sunrise No. 1, and
Golden Sunrise No. 2, lode mining
claims, situated in the Silver Mountain
mining district In Socorro county.
United States Deputy Mineral Surveyor O. K. Smith, of Socorro, will
make the survey.
The claim of the Burro Mountain
Copper company, known as the Floor
lode mining claim, situated in the
Burro Mt. mining district in Grant
county, survey to )e made by George
O. Brown, United States deputy mineral surveyor.
The claim of the Burro Mountain
Copper company, known a? the Sampson group, comprising the Sampson,
Clara. Celebrated Pay, Golf, John H.
lester. Copper Belli, Candle Stick,
Knterprlse,
McKinley,
Favorite.
Bryan,
Roosevelt,
Conciliation, Fraction, "S. T.," Fanny
and Last Chance lode mining clams,
and the Sampson mill site, situated
In the Burro Mountain mining
district In Grant county. United States
Deputy Mineral Surveyor
George
R. Brown will make the survey.

FROM CHICAGO TO THE GRETNA GREEN ACROSS
WITH
DAYS
MICHIGAN IS CROWDED THESE
IN
THE LAKE
IS
SUNDAY
YOUNG CITY COUPLES GOING TO, GET MARRIED
DAY.
BIGGEST
CUPID'S

M, W.

V-Pr- es.

Flournoy, Sec.

removed to Mahoney'a undertaking
parlors and were burled Saturday by
the city.

SURVEYS ORDERED

-- -"

THE STEAMER

Jp

Solomon Luna,

COMANCHE

ALTOS
PUMP.

SEV-ERA-

First National Bant

SHAFTS IN THE PINOS
MOUNTAINS WITH A

ALBUQUERQUE, N. M., AT THS CLOSE OF BUSINESS JUKE 30,

The Comanche Mining and Milling
company of Grant county has placed
a large steam pump on one of their
lower shafts In the Pinos Altos mountains, with the Idea of draining the
surrounding shafts, of which there
are several.
Because the mines In that locality
have not been worked to any extent
for some time, the shafts all have considerable water In them and it Is the
idea of the Comanche company to
drain them if possible.
As soon as this Is accomplished,
they will start work on an extensive
scale. They expect to have their narrow gauge railroad completed in a
short time and then a large force of
miners will be put to work on their
various properties in this camp.

For Over Sixty Years.
An old and well tried remedy Mr.
Window's Soothing- - Syrup bnm been
used for over sixty years by millions of
for their children while teethimother
ng:, with perfect
success.
Jt soothes
the child, softens the rums, allays all
DELEGATES APPOINTED
pain, cures wind ehollo, and Is the best
remedy for diarrhoea.
Is pleasant to
the tnste. Sold by druRfrists In every
BY GOVERNOR
OTERO, TO
part of the world. Twnty-flv- e
cents a
Be
CONVENTIONS, TWO OF bottle. Its value Is Incalculable.
mire and ask for Mrs. Wlnslow's SoothWHICH MEET IN PORTLAND.
ing Syrup, and take no other kind.
o
Governor Otero has appointed the
Fire In the offices of the Las Vegas
following delegates from New Mexico:
To the thirteenth national Irriga- Telephone company Wednesday aftertion congress, to be held at Portland, noon ruined the switch boards of the
Ore., August 21 to 24, 1905, Inclusive; system and badly damaged the, buildG. A. Rishardson, H. J.
Hagerman, ing. The switch hoards were insured
Roswell; R. E. Twltchell, Frank for $1,200 and will be Immediately reSpringer, F. H. Pierce, Las Vegas; placed, hut In the meantime the
C. J. Gavin, Raton; Luther Foster, Meadow City will suffer considerable
Las Cruces; V. G. Tight, Albuquer- inconvenience.
que; D. H. Kedzle, Lordsburg;; A. N.
Three Good and Just Reasons.
Pratt, F. G. Tracey, I O. Fullen,
Carlsbad; A. B. Renehan, Santa Fe;
are three reasons why mothers
There
W. H. Newcomb, W. B. Walton, Sil- prefor One Minute
Cough Cure: First,
It la absolutely harmless; Second, It
ver City.
children love It; Third. It
To the sixteenth annual session of tastes
cures
Croup and Whooplns;
OouRhs.
the
commercial Cough when other remedies
fall. Sold
congress to be held at Portland, Ore.,
August 16 to 19, inclusive:
R. B.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles C. Carlton,
Twitchell, Fiank
Springer, F. H. who have been living at Roswell
Pierce, E. J. Vert, Las Vegas; C. J. for the past three months, left for
Gavin, W. O. Wrigley, C. M. Bayne, their old home in Garden City, Texas,
Raton; G. A. Richardson, H. J. Ha- where Mr. Carlton will
charge
german, RoHwell; J. J. Corbett, Deal- of the public schools thistake
fall.
ing; Joe Prewett, Aztec; Luther Foster, Las Cruces; W. G. Tight, AlbuA Smooth Article.
querque: D. H. Kedzie, Lordsburg;
When you find It necessary to use
A. N. Pratt, L. O. Fullen, Carlsbad;
use DeWltt'i Witch Hasel Balve.
A. B. Renehan, J. P. Victory, Santa salve
purest and best for Sores,
It Is
Fe; W. H. Newcomb, W. B. Walton, Bums, theBolls. Enema,
Blind, Bled In.
Itching or Protudlna; Piles. Get the GenSilver City.
DeWltt s Witch Hasel Salve. Bold
To the national reciprocity con- uine
gress, to be held at Chicago. 111., Au- by all dniffgiata.
gust 15 and 16: Solomon Luna, Los
Bing the lowest bidders, Pearce &.
Lunas; H. O. Bursum. Levi A. Hughes, Bixhy were
awarde dthe contract to
Santa Fe; H. W. Kelly, E. G. Austen, build the canning
factory, says the
Las Vegas; Harry F. Lee, W. H. Roswell Record. They
comGreer. Albuquerque; Charles Schleter, menced the work and nowhave
have the
Clayton; T. D. Burns, Tierra Amarllla; foundation
laid and are setting up the
Charles T.1 Ballard, Roswell.
boiler and preparing to build the
The machinery has all been
shipped end Is expected soon. The
JOSEPH STEWART BEHEADED
factory will be completed as soon as
possible. It will be ready by the
DECAPITATED
DISCOVBODY
ERED UNDER THE CARS IN THE t'me tomatoes are ripe.
DEMING YARDS.
The Diamond Cure.
A special from Doming gives the
The latest news from Paris Is that
flrpt news of a horrible accident there. they have discovered a diamond cure for
if you fear consumption
Friday afternoon at about
4:30 consumption,
pneumonia, It will, however, be best
o'clock, Frank Phillips, of the local or
for you to tuke that Kreat remedy menSanta Fe yard forco stooped down to tioned by W. T. Mcdee, of Vanleer,
"I had a cough
fourteen
examine a coupling on some cars Tenn.
years. Nothing helped me for
until I took
which had Just been switched and in Ir. King's
New Discovery for Consumpso doing saw a man's hat and coat tion. CoitKhj and Colds, which save Inlying beside the track. Fearing that stant relief and effected a permanent
Unequalled,
quick cure, for
they had run over some of the car cure."
Lung Troubles. At all
repairers who had leen working there Trout and
Price ric and 11, guaranteed.
bu a short time before, he looked un- Trial bottle free.
der the car and found the body of an
The unmarried people of the Cap!
old man lying on his side across the
track, wlt'u the wheel resting on his tal City met Wednesday night and
neck, his head almost severed from organized a dancing club. The organhis laxly, being held ouly by the skin ization will be known at Las Baile.
at the back, bis face covered with dores The officers elected were as
blood .tongue
protruding and eye folows: Dr. Wieolon, president; Carl
The club
starting from their sockets. Phillips Bishop, secretary-treasurer- .
at once notified Foreman Osnu-r- , who wll give two dancps each month, on
had the cars moved, and who placed the second and fourth Friday. The
fhe body beside the track, while first one will be given this evening
Yanlmaster Williams telephoned J. and promises to be a success.
A. Mahoney, coroner.
President Luther Foster, of the
Ill news travels fast, and by the New Mexico College of Agriculture
time the coroner's Ju:y, connoting of and Mechanic Arts, at Mesilla Park,
Charles Pierce. John Allison. Ray Is expected to arrive In Santa Fe the
Pulse, M. H. Thompson, and T. B. later part of the week to Join his wife
Birtrong had arrived, a large crowd and daughter, who are there for the
of the morbidly curious had gathered. summer.
It was learned that the remains
were those of Joe Stewart, a gambler,
well known to saloon men beie, he
having come but lately from Tucson,
nd CURE the LUNGS
Ariz. He had no money, was poorly
dressed, had Just some dice In his
pocket, and was known to be sufferW,TH
ing from consumption.
II. II. Williams had seen him lying
across the track and had told him to
get out, as they were going to switch
those vara. Benjamin Geagle, passing
0NSUMPTI0M
Pries
a few nionments later, saw him standOUGHSand
50c . $1.00
ing beside the track, 'holding his hat
OLDS
Free Trial.
and coat. It was not three minutes
after this that Frank Phillips found
Surest and timeliest Cur for all
his dead body.
THKOAT and LUNO TROUBThe Jury brought In a verdict of
LES, or WON El BACK.
death by suicide. The remains wera
L
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he could tame him, and sent messages
calling upon people to witness the
HIM BEFORE HIS GUESTS treat.

ALLOWtD BULL TO GORE

Having Invited a host of friends and
relatives to attend a fiesta at his hacienda, near San Luis Potosl, Mexico,
Jorge De La C. Cabrera, a wealthy
Mexican land owner, deliberately stood
befoie an infuriated bull and was
gored to death before the eyes of his
guests.
When the bull had been beaten off
with poles and clubs, Cabrera remained conscious for a few minutes berefore he died. He steadfastly
fused to give his reason for committing suicide.
Three days prior to the suicide a
vaquero in his employ reported
to
Cabrera that the bull showed a spirit
Cabrera declared
of manslaughter.

Bernalillo County Refunding Bonds.
Notice is given that the board of
county commissioners of Bernalillo
county, New Mexico, will receive
sealed bids up to 12 o'clock noon, on
July 24, 1905, for Beventy thousand,
four hundred dollars, ($70,400), of refunding bonds, bearing not more than
6 per cent interest, to be dated July
1, 1905, subject to call
after twenty
years, and payable thlity years from
their date. Kull information can be
had upon application to the clerk of
the board. By order of board.
JAMES A. SUMMERS.
Clerk.
Albuquerque, N. M., July 7, 1905.
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cough

Dr. King's
New Discovery

s.

2,401,760.74
20,000.00

Total

&

S.

$2r881,165,1

F.

RAILWAY

SYSTEM

CELEBRATED

O. F. C.
WHISKEY
BOTTLED IN BOND.

THE

GEO.

WITH OUR PILSNER BEER

T, STAGG CO.,

DIBTILLKRB
FRANKFORT, KY.

Is what we are doing with every one who tests
its delicious flavor and strengthening quaUties.
There is no warm weather beverage that can
compare with this refreshing drink on a warm
day. It is not only pleasant to taste but is in-

MELINI

& EAKIN

80LE AGENT8.

Albuquerque, New

vigorating and wholesome.

$3 per case of 2 dazea

quarts. $2 per case 2 dozen pints.

Mexico

Southwestern Brewery & Ice Company
AUTOMATIC

PHONE

Auto. Phone 292.

199.

ASK FOR DIAMOND ICE

Auto, 'Phone No. 316

A. IV. HAYDEN
OFFICE AND FACTORY

4I2 West Copper Avenue

ALBUQUERQUE, N.M.

Commercial

City Undertake,

2t MEALS $4.50

tittttitxttittitttL:ttt
liltttttttix,.
ZEIGER CAFE
s

(Opposite The Alvarado)
secure rooms by the Month,
Week or Niyht.
107 SOUTH FIRST STREET

R. PUCCETTI &TE. GIACOMELLI,

Proprietors

BAR AND
m

3

LN

General Merchandise
Groceries, Cigar and Tobacco, an
All Kinds of Fresh Meat
No. S00 North Broadway.
Corner Washington Arenas.
Albuquerque,
New Mexlee

by ail dealers.

CLUB

ROOMS

FINK RESTAURANT IN CONNECTION

Finest Whiskies, Imtorted and. Domestic Wines and
The coolest and highest grade of lager served.
Finest and best imported and domestic Cigars.

HHHiHmrmirinnifiHHiiiHmmimmmii
rp

it it

ST. ELMO

Chamberlain's
Diarrhoea

Colic,
Cholera and
Remedy The Best
in Existence.
T. M. Wood, manager of the White
County News, Hitbe, Ark., Is a representative southern business man, who
1"h-nut heHllHtu In exniviuiInK his gotxt
opinion of a well known remedy. He
says, "It gives me plensure to recommend Chamberlain's Chollo, Cholera and
Diarrhoea Ketnetty, having used it myself and In my family with the best results. In fart J believe It to be the beat
remedy of the kind In eilstence. Bold

z MttutJLt&aa
to

Cognac.
25

DRAGOIE

m
m
m

QUICKEL it UOTUE1 Proprietors.!

Can

DHALER

sToo

Hotel

BMORT OROKRB.
QUICK BERVICC,
PffCrt RBABOMABLB

i

COMMERCIAL OL.UB BUILDING.

MEALS AT ALL HOURS

A7.

Residence Auto. 'Phone No. 209

A. BORDERS
Director
LFuneral
and Em balmer

Contractor and Builder

Phones, Auto 108; Colo. Black 265.

Colo. Phona 93

Bell 'Phone No. 115

fur-ranc-

"

200,000.00

Dividend No. 38

T.

'05

$ 259,404.42

Deposits

$2,881,165.16

")

trans-Misslaslp-

LIABILITIES
Capital and Profits
Circulation

Loans and Discounts
$1,198,504.92
Bonds, Stocks, Real Estate
55,428.12
Banking House and Furniture
38,500.00
United States Bonds.... $ 323,000.00
Cash and Exchange
1,265,732.12 1,588,732.12

,

SNAPSHOT TAKEN ON "THE BOAT FOR ST JOE."
Chicago, July 14. "All aboard for Lake Michigan but the Influence of
sweehearts soon prevades the
St. Joe and happiness or " The un- cooing
flying cralt, and the number of candifinished facetious cry that rings out dates for united blessedness Is
i
'when a steamer Is about to leave Chiship's lines are
before
eased
the
cago whaive for St. Joseph, Mich., thrown ashore in Michigan.
"will be completed and the suggested ' Arrived at the wharf In St. Joseph,
question answered In days to come, the excursionists run the gaunlet of
either In new 'nomes or the Cook-chundreds of enterprising merchants,
divorce courts. About 600 marrtag willing to sell the new home builders
ceremonies have been performed In anything from furniture to Ice and
St. Joseph during the month of June canary birds. Small boys and baggage
and all but a very few of the tinned porteia are vociferous in their atten-couples are from this city.
tion, and all are willing to point out
Last Sunday 32 persons were made the residence of County Clerk Samuel
16. During the week ending Sunday, B. Miner.
S3 man lages were consummated. EvMiner's house Is opposite the court
ery steamer that leaves Chicago car- houlTe.
A horeshoe bangs over t"ne
ries some one seeking to assume the door, promising good luck to all who
burdens of Benedict.
Couples are enter. The county clerk, his wife and
young, old and middleaged.
Many J. R. Collier, Jr., a deputy, receive the
when they leave Illinois shores do visitor. Two justices are always at
not Intend to embark for a voyagu hand, and usually a minister makes
upon a sea more tempestuous t'nan his headquarters at Miner's house.

REPORT OF THE CONDITION OF THE

SEMI-ANNUA- L

COMPANY TO
BE ACTIVE SOON

DRAINS

Sellers, Mgr.

D. K. B.

FINEST
AND

BRANDIES,

JOSEPH
SAMPLE

AN3

CLUBROOMS

WHISKIES, WINES
ETC.

B4RNETT. Prop.

120 West Railroad Avenue

Subscribe for The Citizen.
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RELATION OF EDUCATION TO

By The Citizen Publishing Company
w. 8. STRICKLER.

W. T. McCR EIGHT,

President.

Business Manager.

GIVES UP

A BIG SALARY.

It ia easy to brag about your patriotism and philanthropy. It Is easy to say what others ought to do with
their money or their talents.
I)ut if you had an Income of $300,000 a year as attorney for corporations, would you voluntarily surrender It
In order to accept a judgeship at $3,000 a year?
You say you would

eh?
Well, say it softly. Wliisper It to yourself.
Teople are likely not to believe you.
Judge Jas. 11. Dill, who was author of the New Jersey
corporation law, who drew up the charter for the steel
tnist and who commanded recognition as one of the very
greatest corporation lawyers in the country, has given
p his enviable practice and princely fees and become a
common judge.
It la a remarkable example of Immolation. And It is
an extraordinary commentary on the methods of high
finance that a great corporation lawyer prefers to accept
$3,000 position on the bench rather than render the
peculiar services required by the trusts of their legal ac
complices.
No doubt Judge Dill Is being overwhelmed with let
ters of congratulation and commendation, we. are en
thusiastically and vociferously fond of
when made by someone else.
But we who have no $300,000 practice to give up
In proof of our patriotism have other duties and obllga
tions right at hand which are just as sacred.
If we who have no $300,000 practice to give up were
faithfully to give up a ilttle of our time and thought to
right understanding of public affairs and right voting,
statutes and court decisions would cease to be commodlegal accomplices of the trusts may
ities that
procure with Impunity.
If you. think it would be easy for you to give up
$300,000 a year. It ought to be easier still for you to give
up time and serious attention to a thorough knowledge of
public affairs.
e

high-price-

d

THE REDUCTION OF CRIME

Judged by the amount of attention it Is attracting,
one might conclude that the proper study of mankind is
longevity.
"There is no reason," say some of the longevity students, "why a man should not live to be a hundred and
fifty years old."
Beg pardon. There Is a good reason several reasons
in fact why a man should not live that long. The reasons are to be found In the man himself. With rare exceptions the man -- ho has lived to be eighty or over
does not care to live much longer. And as for living 150
years such a thought would be an appalling one to an
old man.
A person is so ma
that he gets tired of mortal life.
After Buffering the slings and arrows of outrageous fortune for four score years his spirit grows weary, lie Is
like a tired child. Most of ail he would fain lie down and
. sleep.
Besides
An aged man Is a lonely man. His loved ones have
gone on before. The friends of his manhood are no longer
with him. One by one the associates who have made a
part of his life have dropped by the wayside. The stimulus of human touch is gone.
And again, the aged man is disillusioned. He has
seen his mirages rise. He has seen the rivers of fancy
lose their runnels. And as for the world whose progress
lie hoped to keenly and happily note well, it is like the
swirling eddy, forth 'and back again. The golden age,
' like his boyhood's rainbow, is as far away as ever.
Tired, lonely, disillusioned that is why men do not
live the century. They have lost desire to live.
Certainly it ia all right to study the art of longevity.
One ought to live as long ai he can live usefully. But
Is it not better to study how to live well while we
live? Is it not better to study how to touch other lives
in uplift to do this while it is day? so that when the
shadows lengthen and the day is done we can lie down to
pleasant dreams?
NOTORIETY.
Authentic word has been received at New York of
the death of Tippoo Tib who was best known in connection with Stanley's central African expeditions. Tippoo Tib's real name was Hamed Ben Mohammed. He
was of Arab origin, and was born about the year 1857,
his death also occurred.
It Is thought, in Zanibar, where slave-hunteand became
He rose to become a successful
a renowned potentate in Equatorial Africa.
Before the struggle for Africa began he established a
great chain of slave stations in the Congo regions. When
the Free State was formed the avowed object was to
develop the resources of the territory with the aid of the
natives. The resources at command of the state, however,
obliged the officers who were brought into relation with
the ArabB on the upper river to adopt a policy of conciliation and restraint, pt these Arabs Tippoo Tib was the
E

r,

Chief.

Our Pianos, Our Prices,

STABLE
Bonding Horses a Specialty

"There Is not a public abuse on the whole eastern
coast which does not receive the enthusiastic approval of
some Harvard graduate."
"Hfty years ago the schools were supposed to free
us from crimes and unhapplness, but we do not Indulge
In those sanguine hopes today. Though education frees
us from the more brutal forms of crime, It is true that
education ltse'.f has put even meaner forms of crime in
our way. The Intellect Is a servant of our passions and
sometimes education only makes the person more adroit
In carrying out these Impulses."
So says the world famous psychologist, Prof. Win.
James, of Harvard university.
Wlien has a truer word than this been spoken? It
Is the frankly expressed opinion of a keen student who
believes In education and scholarship. It is the conclusion of a man who represents In the fullest sense the
educated men and women of the country.
Education school education Is essential. "Social relations cannot be understood and propertly adjusted without it. Ignorance Is a breoder of crime. And crime and
society are at war and must always be at war as long
as crime exists. But knowledge alone will not save society.
There Is something else more fundamental than education. It Is morality. It Is character. Education without
sound moral character. The educated lawbreaker Is capable of doing almost Infinitely more harm than the ignorant criminal.
The educated man who constantly transgresses the
moral law and ignores the ethics of his relations to bis
neighbor and the state is the worst enemy society has.
His power to do harm Is multiplied by his knowledge.
It is not education alone, but education coupled with
morality that will root out crime. And morality is more
elemental than education.

SOME STORiES
AND

NOT LONG, BUT WELL.

WORLD-WID-

O..DINSDALE
Highland Livery
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Our Easy

0. W.

Our Facilities for Cash Buying

STRONG'S SONS
mrmoNO

Terms,

Our deeire to please you same as we have hundreds of other New Mexico piano purchasers are reasons WHY your interests as well as ours
invite you to visit our store before you buy a piano.

block

UNDERTAKERS
f

SUPERINTENDENT
FAIRYIEW

AND

SANTA

This Time

At

BAR.

BARA CEMETERIES

We have a number of second hand planoa or apecial

loaned
piano, which we respectfully Invite you to compare with piano which
a
advertiied, were

MONUMENTS.

shipped here simply to rid a Denver and
house of used pianos, or unsaleable stock.

Both 'Phones.
201-21-

North Second Street.

1

Listen!

ftffttttffflt(ltUf
Large

GRAND

Airy
Rooms

CENTRAL

LEARNARD & LINDEMANN

Reasonable
Rates

HOTEL
3 Mr: Own

We claim that we can and will do better by you In the purchase of a piano, than outside houses and transient salesmen. As HOME
BUSINESS MEN, we ask you to se us before you buy a piano, thereby olv- ing us an opportunity to prove our a3ertlon. That Is all we ask.

Dlnmdmf,

THE 8QUARE MUSIC
(5

Prop't.

DEALERS.

Established In Albuquerque

206 South Second 8L, Albuquerque,

REDUCED PRICES
on Dental Work. Plates, $3.00;
Gold Crowns, $6.00;
Filling,
$1.00 up. Teeth extracted without pain, 50c. All guaranteed.

O
Arranged the Sunshine,
She lives in Oakland and she is going east on a trip.
Khe Is taking the other members of the family with her,
making a party of seven all told, including Babette, the
maid.
"I want two drawing rooms and a section," she explained to Passenger Agent Drascovlch In the Union Pacific ticket office on Montgomery street. "And I am very
particular about the accommodations. One of the draw-

ing rooms must have the morning sun and the section
must be no arranged that It will get the afternoon sun."
"Well, really madam," protested the obliging passenger agent. "I can't promise you that one of the drawing
rooms wilt get the morning sun, but I'll do my best to
arrange It."
"Well, It's very funny if you can't attend to a simple
matter like that." said the Oakland lady, with some show
of spirit. "When Mr. Hitchcock was In chnrge of this
office he used to arrange such matters for me."
"Well, If Mr. Hitchcock regulated the morning sunshine In the drawing rooms I guess I can have It arranged," replied Drascovich, with much courtesy, "but I
hope you won't mind if I remark that Mr. Hitchcock Is
setting a pretty swift pace for the fellow that Is still in
the business." San Francisco Chronicle.
Did Not Have To.
A family who had struggled the best part of a lifeportion of the city suddenly
time in a poverty-Btrlckecame Into the possession of a small Income, with the
prospect In a few years of something more. Their
aspirations revived, and the women of the family

long-crushe- d

GREAT CLOSING

OF SHOES

F.
Room

COPP, D.
12.

N. T. Armijo

We offer our entire stock
of shoes, consisting of
the very best makes of

D. S.
kid.

Men's, Women's and

Tippoo Tib was not unfriendly to Europeans and
Americans. Dr. Livingstone had met him in 1807, and in
1874 he had accompanied Cameron to the delta of the
Congo, while in 1876 he had joined Stanley in his first
descent of the river. But the relations of the Europeans
and the Arabs had gradually become more strained; the
latter foresaw that the progress of the white man's rule
in the country would eventually undermine their influence and power. In 1886 they attacked and occupied
Stanley Falls under Reehid, a nephew of Tippoo. The
Free Statu was not then prepared for trial of strength, News.
and on Stanley's aufftjeatlon Tippoo Tib was appointed
Vail of the Falls as the representative of King Leopold.
Lost His Decoyi
The lnevlUlile, !:SVfever, soon afterwards happened. rie H. E. Buermeyo!,
the president of the National
A conflict was precipitated by the Arabs, several battles
Skating association, was describing a banquet that
were fought, and their power was finally broken. Tippoo
once attended In New York.
Tib was exiled to Zanzibar, where he has died, one of the he had
"I
this banquet Interesting." he said, "and I
last of the many picturesque figures of the old regime in was onefound
of
the
last to leave. In the cloakroom, as I was
Africa,
putting on my hat and coat, I couldn't help noticing the
K.
t
woebegone look on the attendant's face. The poor fellow
THE "KNOCKERS."
appeared worried and sad, and every little while he sighIt?
ed and muttered to himself.
"knockers,"
isn't
world
of
is
a
This
" 'You seem disconsolate, friend, I said.
Nothing big, broad, marvelous or unique escapes the
" 'I am disconsolate, sir,' said the attendant.
pessimists.
" 'What Is the trouble?" Bald I. 'Haven't the guests
anvil
that
comes
with
chorus
thought
the
Is
a
that
It
tipped you well tonight?"
Is just now endeavorlug to discredit the Panama canal.
The attendant answered In an excited voice:
Obstacles are encountered In the enormous enter- " 'It's not only, sir, that they haven't tipped me, but
price, and Instantly a'thousand "knockers" confidently deve taken the quarter that I put in the tray for a
they
the
are
We
will
be
built.
told
never
that
clare that It
transcontinental railways are more powerful than the decoy.'" Minneapolis Journal.
government. No constructing engineers can be appointed
The Largest Diamond Now.
who will not be bought off, we are informed.
In January of this year a diamond was found In South
These "knockers" are foolish, as most "knockers"
are.
Africa which makes the Kohlnoor and the Great Mogul
There is no power on the western hemisphere equal look very small. Up to this time the largest diamond ever
to that of the government at Washington, w hich has found was the Excelsior, a South African stone which
carats, and was the size of a hen's t'KS
pledged itself to the building of that canal In spite of weighed 971
obstacles and difficulties and in spite of "knockers" and Tim new find Is oatd to be four and a half by two and a
half Inches, and to weigh 3032 carats, nearly one and one
the foolish doubts they create, the canal will be built.
There are not enough optimists in this land. We half pounds. If, as is reportod, this diamond Is of good
worry too much and predict failure often when we should quality, Its value must reach a fabulous sum. The Pre
mier diamond mine whero the irreat find was made. Is
be helping make success.
Kltmited In the Transvaal Rome twenty miles northwest
That is a good thing to remember.
;
Some day, when the ships of a.l nations are passing of Piotorla. Collier's Weekly.
through the Panama canal and the greatest enterprise
ver attempted by man has reached its period of useful- Test of Patriotism In West.
ness, the "knockers," if they are honest and consistent,
Patriotism is strongest In the middle and western
are going to fuel ashamed.
Mates, arcorillnK to- a navul officer who bases his conSo again we nay The canal will be built.
clusion on the fact that, those states furnish the largest
proportion of recruits or the navy. The conclusion Is
Love
The Philadelphia Ledger speaks of "a lung scries of flattering, but it Is In the nature of
outrages" committed on Chinese merchants, students and of adventure aud excitement Is a' motive which is probtravelers under the exclusion law, but it avoids enum- ably a good deal more powerful than patriotism In causerating cases. Its evasion Is not surprising. It does not ing young men to enlist. The test of patriotism does not
cite a long list of the alleged offenses because It cannot apply with uuirh force In time of peace. Chicago
lo so. They are purely Imaginary.

Chil-

dren's Shoes at cost, and

less, for the next 20 days.

P. Loiiiinori.,,

BEGINS

SA-L-

&

Saturday

....Matteucci,
Dealers In
GROCERIES, FLOUR, HAY, GRAIN
IMAND THE BEST OF MEATS.
PORTED GOODS A SPECIALTY.
Call at No. 624 West Tijeras Road.
Automatic Phone 109.
Old Telephone 276.
JEMEZ HOT

July 8
and positively

IF YOU DO

Go to' the mountains, let us give you
prices on camp outfits and eatables.
We have most everything needed In

that line.

We handle the finest canned meat
put up. Deviled ham, 6 for 25c; corned
beef, 2 for 25c; dried beef, 2 for 25c;
roast beef, 2 for 35c; lunch tongue, 2
for 35c; ham loaf, 15c; veal loaf, 15c;
beef loaf, 15c; chicken loaf, 15c; potted chicken, 10c; very fine red salmon, 15c per can; baked beans,
can, good quality, 10c, or $1.10 per
dozen; condensed milk, good quality,
2 for 25c; Red Cross cream, 10c; good'
quality cream, 3 for 25c; soda crackers, 3 lbs for 25c, 7c per lb by the
box; fine ginger snaps, 3 lbs for 25c
Don't forget to take along some of'
our 35c M. & S. coffee, at 25c.
Canned Fish Sardines, domestic,
5c, or 6 for 25c; Sardines, imported,
10c per can; sardines
in mustard,
large, 10c per can; salmon, good quality, 10c per can or 3 for 25c. All other
goods in proportion. Remember, w
guarantee all our goods. Your money
back If you want it. Goods delivered
to any part of the city.
THE CASH BUYERS' UNION,
Wm. Dolde, Proprietor.
Auto 'Phone, 592.
122 N. Second.
b

ClosesJulv28

STAGE LINE

SPRINGS

Years of

suffering

relieved in a

night. Itching, piles yield at once to
.

Carries the United States mall; only
line with a change of stock enroute;
eood rigs, horses and drivers; leaves
Alblqtierque every Tuesday and Saturday at 5 a. m. For particulars, ad
dress W. j. Trimble & Co., agents.
Albuquerque, or J. R. BLOCK, pro
prietor, Perea, New Mexico.

especially began to assume various airs and artificialities.
They moved to a little place in the country, and tried
mightily to Impress their neighbors with their importance. They talked constantly of wh.it "people ia our posl.
Turkish Nongate Is fine after a
Hon" should and should not do.
dish
of Ice cream eaten at Mrs. Ful- Some of their acquaintances came out to visit them erton'8 confectionery store and Ice
during the summer, and one of the younger members of cream parlor.
the family, a little girl of seven or eight, was showing
them about the V'aee.
"What nice chickens!" exclaimed one of the guests
"They lay steadily,
when they reached the poultry-yard- .
too, I suppose?"
"Yes," returned the young hostess, who really knew
nothing at all aliout it, "that is, they could, of course, but
In our position they they don't have to." Exchange.
Meandering on the farm.
A city girl writes:
"It is a fond dream of mine to
become a farmer's wife and meander with him down life's
pathway." Ah, yes, that Is a nice thing, but when your
husband meanders off and leaves you without wood and
you have to meander up and down the lane pulling
splinters off the fence to cook dinner and when you
meander along in wet grass in search of the cows till
your shoes are the color of riwhlde and your stockings
soaked and when you meander out across twenty acres
of plowed ground wth a club to drive the hogs out of
the .corn field and tear your dress on the barbwlre fence,
when you meander back home to the house find that
the billy goat has butted the stuffin' out of your child and
find the old hen with forty chickens in the parlor, you'll
put your hands on your hips and realize that meandering
is not what it is cracked up to be. Osborne (Kansas)

OUT SALE

mm
B.

In 1900.

May we have your orderr for piano tuning?

WISE

SOME OTHERWISE

mulc

Pueblo

properties of Doan's
the curative
Never fails. At any drug
nothing Ointment.
For cash only
store, 50 cents.
will be charged and nothing reserved.
Mrs. George F. Albright and son,
Elwood, accompanied by the Misses
BAPNETT Stashla Wolf, Nell De Lancy and
Mary Ebert, of Ohio, who have been
BUILDING guests
at the Albright bome for sev-e:- al
weeks, left last nigfat for Long
Beach, Cal., where they will spend a
lew weeks.

A. SIMPIER,

107 South Second St.
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REPORT OF CONDITION JULY 3. 1905
RESOUROMS
$
Coft en Jtanft.
Due from DanHs (Slgftt

Ccfkmg)

leans

-

-

A Olsceunts,

SFurnltur

and criture.

tWGataU.

-

LIABILITIES

71.436.09

837.029.04
034.084.97
4,637.07

Capital,
&urpfu and Preflt.

&

150.000.00

38.731.18
1.173.990.69

Depealt.

17.Q44.T3

-

$1,334,731.87

$1,334,731.87
cor

m

IN V'T I D

a

We have the best Mower
and Rake made for New
Mexico

Runs Lighter, Longer and
BETTER

R. L. WOOTTON

L. M. WOOTTON

WOOTTON & WOOTTON
(Successors to I.. It. Thompson)

Real Estate, Loans and

Rentals

City Residence
Special Attention Given to Business and First-clas- s
Owners.
Property and Us Management for
Our Motto: "Close attention to all business intrusted to us, and
prompt returns."
Non-Reside-

Bain and Old Hickcry Wagons
HARNESS

V J.

AND

KORBER

SADDLES

&

We Solicit a portion of your business, twenty-fivIn this line. Call and see us.

CO

123

SOUTH

years' experience

THIRD STREET.

1i

ALBUQUERQUE EVENING CITIZEN.

FRIDAY, JULY 14, 1905.
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lt' getting to the time of the year when everything Summery muit be
put on the "retired list" eo far ae this store la concerned; yet, two full'
wearing months are ahead.
A better chance to buy Men's, Boys' and Children'a Clothing, Hata and
Haberdashery for less than actual value

IV!
I
A l M.

NEVER PRESENTED ITSELF.
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H. H. BRtGGS & CO.,
Props. Alvarado Pharmacy

BOTMZrHONEB

f ( BTRKKT and GOLD A VsT.

O

Spelter.
St. Louis, July 14.
at $5.124.

Plumbing Gas Fitting, and Dra:n Laying
It will not be our fault If this year's
celebration of Independence Day Is
not celebrated. We will quickly do al:
necessary repairing work so as to
nave your plumbing In perfect condition for the Fourth. Why not let us
estimate on your work, let It be large
or email.

TORRANCE

The title to the famous Gran
ruins, supposed to be the remains
of a city built before the flood, and
wmcn is located in the eastern sec
tion of the new county of Torrance,
has finally been secured by Mrs.
Clara A. B. Corbin, widow ot A. 13.
Corbin, an old soldier, who died In
this city in 1898.
These ruins are acknowledeed hv
scientists to be among the most In- Mience loaay, ana navei
byJOUTif and treasure
seeker- ,tht Trld,-'5-75-- :
The ruins
believed
to be an ancient city, built during the

Spelter, firm.

Kansas City Live Stock.
Kansas City. Mo.. July 14. Cattle
Receipts, 8,000, including 800 southerns; market steady. Native steers,
$4.255.50; southern steers, $3f4.6();
cows,
southern
$2.25?? 3.75; native
cows and heifers, $36.25: Btockers
and feeders, $2.75(ff 4.40; bulls, $2.25??
4; calves, $3.60fi 5.75; western
fed
steers. $3.75tfj5.25; western fed cows.
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WE CARRY CARPET8 OF EXCEEDINGLY
GOOD VALUE, BUT
WE DO NOT KEEP THEM LONG IN STOCK, FOR THEY ARC

80 FINE THAT PEOPLE

CONTINUALLY

ARE

i1pa,'t,f

,

25

Velvet Carpet

WE ARE SELLING AT

PER YARD.

$1

WONDERFUL VALUE FOR

THE MONEY, AS EVERYBODY WHO IS

A GOOD

65;

305 Railroad Avenue.

fimimiiiiinimminniixiiimimmiiTiTiii
The Colorado Telephone Company.

4
4

rin.

,f

td'

.,

NAT

r

C. BALDRIDGE
in AND CHICAGO LUMBER

"ne"i

you realfte that you can get
Telephone Service today for
what you are paying for inferior
Do

MODERN

servicer
The only Long Distance Transmitters and Receivers; Wall or
Desk Sets; Long time contracts as
you wish; Lowest rates.
CXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX X3

EXXXXXXX

EE
Iron and Bras Cajtingu Ore, Coal and
Lumber Cant Shaftings! Pulley, Grade
Ban, Babbit Mttal) Columni and Iron
Fronts for Buildings. J J J J J J

ALBUQUERQUE

REPAIRS

r.rn

MINING

MILL

AND

j

j

R. P. HALL Prop.

WORKS.

ALBUQUERQUE,

We Fill

Prcscriptioas
RIGHS.

ruppe

b.

at consistent Prices

NLW MEXICO

Next to Bank of Commarce
"

203 West

R. R. Ave.

;
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HOLD-U- P

is not what you find
when we are employed to do your : :

in,.h

,

rL
tv mf

ON

MACHINERY A SPECIALTY,
Foundry East Side ot Railroad Track

$4-7-

mr.

Armio Building.

Room 18, N. T.

I

Re-Th-

CAR-

ALBERT FABER

;

96;

JUDGE OF

PETS ADMITS.

Shee.

HOTEL

oa.

.

BUYING THEM.

ONE OF OUR CHOICEST DESIGNS IN

mar-sume- d

HOLLENBECK

j?

5

'

3
Senator Andrews, the territorial
delegate to New Mexico, authorizes
The Citizen to state that the rooms
he has opened on the second floor of
the N. T. Armijo building will be "solely devoted to politics" and will be kept
continuously open from now until the
convening of congress at Washington
in December. The two rooms have
been richly furnished with appropriate tables, desks, typewriters, book
cases and chairs, while the walls will
be adorned with pictures of distinguished national and territorial politicians, and Navajo rugs and miniature carpets .add a pleasing charm
and appearance to the floor. A hundred dollar electric clock, which wLl
keep
as long as the batteries
are all right, was reelvced the other
day, and placed in position today. It
will keep time and tab on the Benator,
Chief Clerk Bnyer and their political
callers. The senator has directed
that all his mail, up to the convening
of congress, be addressed to him in
this city.

Copper and Lead.
Now York, July 14. Copper, firm;
lead, steady and unchanged.

COUNTY

DEVOTED

"THE MIKADO" DRAWING
i.nnriv
CROWDS TO CASINO
mn,uit
Rereints
Rtea(iv ; muttons. $4.505.75; lambs,
which Is the bill now
"The
Mikado."
wethers, $55.75; runnlug
at the Casino, Is proving
Jl7r.6yi
feH
'
quite a drawing card for that popular
122 WEST SILVER AVENUt ll,lY?. f N'"an- I
musical resort and last night the sumSt. Louis Wool.
When the deluge came it Is pre- St, Louis, Mo., July 14. Wool
mer theater was crowded.
Automatic Telephone, No. 647.
that the city was buried, as ket steady; unchanged.
!
The Wade Musical Stock company
the partly explored portions of the
Colorado Telephone, No. 78 Red.
has certainly won a home with AlburuiiiB show underground passagea re-- ,'
Closlrm Prices on Stocks,
querque theater-goer- s
and every night
I
seinbllng streets and buildings.
New York, July 14. Following were la a good night for the company and
Mrs. Corbin, after a fight through closing pi Ices today:
the management of the Casino.
the United States land office, extend- Atchison. 86 VI; pfd.. 102; N. Y. C,
A change in the car schedule has
lng over many years, has finally se- - 148: Pennsylvania, 112; S. P.,
made which makes It much more
A
C. B1L1CKE
JNO. S. MITCHELL
cured a patent to 160 acres In which u- - p-- , 128; pfd.,
Copper, 884; been
convenient for the public to get to
tract these ruins are located. She is u- - s- - s-- . 3 tt; Pfd., 102.
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA
and from Traction Park, which will be
now in the city, and will leave the'
'
CENTRAL LOCATION. .
EXCELLENT ACCOMMODATIONS
much appreciated.
Chicago Live Stock.
first of the week for
t- e
Reasonable Prices
Splendid Restaurant
Chicago. July
14.
Cattle
ranee county to look over the land
' oeipts, 2,500; market steady.
Oood to THIEF STEALS SUIT CAit
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
ladv informed
.SOi& e.lO; poor to me- P,lme
sentative that when the Belen cut-of- f
New Mexican
and Arlzonl ana spending the eummer on the
CONTAINING VALUABLE PALERS
dlu,n' $3.i5r5.35; Blockers and feed-ruon the Santa Fe Is completed It
beaches are welcome to the uee .of our Ladles' parlors and GentleC0W3
33:
$2.) (ft 4.75:
within twenty miles ol the rJlnn er8'
men's waiting rooms. Meet your friends there. Information and
of Gran Quivera. U is her intention to
writing materials free. Ladies. and children welcome.
255;2?:
Yesterday P. C. Brown, a mining
36-75t,0: b,ulJ''
open up these ruins to the public and
All Depot cars stop at the Hollenbeck.
Electric
excuralon
and
man of Salt Lake City, Utah, who has
,2&4.:.?'''
steers,
$4(Sa.25.
fed
Texas
i
make them a source of revenue
beach cara pass the door.
been In the city for several days, rei..' Sneep t- - Receipts. 6,000; market ported to the police
A stage line will nrnhnhio ho
that his room at
HEADQUARTERS FOR NEW MEXICANS AND ARIZONIANS
3
to
$5
wethers
choice
operation when the trains commence
Gpod
the Savoy hotel had been entered by
cholce
to run over the cut-of- f
t0
"'xed,
a sneak thier and a, suit case contain
and the
of
twenty miles from the railroad trio
B25,: we?tei;n
insr
valued at several thou
$51(8.25;
. w the native lambs,
western Kail(j naneri
ruins wiJi li tii,io Hoiiir
0Oarg nai Deen stolen.
will be charged a reasonable t sum to" lamb8'
A search was at once Instituted by
".mug a Man io wnat are considered
ii. the officers for the missing grip, and
FfiPTARi fs Rh,hrh
r...
by far ihe grandest
although a visit waa made to all the
ruins
r.orn.'
fio-in the Southwest.
suops, do irace or ii naa Deen
Lf.tt.ic. Onion. p.Hiih.i-u.n- -.h
I1""
fouIul to a late tour tnls afternoon.
and crisp by our fountain.
however, that the miss
WE HAVE SOLICITORS WHO
ran jnee marktt It is expected,
CALL IN ALL PARTS OF THE CITY
iiik uu east- - win lie louuu in lue
EVERY MORNING.
Don't fall to'attend the lawn fete'couise of a few days, as the 'papers
& HERMAN
ONE OF THFM
WILLIAMS
BUILDING PARE
AlPASSES
contained, therein are absolutely of
YOUR
HOUSE EVERY i toni8ht at Mrs. Bryan's residence.
PA IN - - Co vers more,
ways In stock. Piaster,
no value to any one hut the owner.
mvnmiNu, COLLECTS THE ORlooks best, wear longLime,
Cement, Paint,
Mr. Brown Is in the territory for
DERS, AND THE GOODS ARE DE- BIG WOOL SHIPMENT
est, most economical,
LIVERED BEFORE NOON. THE
ARRIVES FROM LAGUNA the purpose ot making an inspection
Glass, Sash, Doors, etc.
full measure.
of some copper piopertles for eastern
SAME
ATTENTION IS GIVEN TO
This morning seven cars of wool parties. The loss of his baggage has
FIRST STRICT AND COAL AVK.
ALBUQUCRQUr, N. M.
THOSE ORDERS AS IF YOU CAME
company
from
S.
Blbo Mercantile
at out him to a great deal ot trouble,
rtnauiMSLLY TO THE STORE
and consigned to Gross, Kelly and he will remain beie the balance
wnr NUT LET HIM stop
ui iuh iiij, umveu iiuui iuu 01 me wren in ine nopts oi recoverIT
IS A CON- tuuh MOUSE?
ciNitni,t I n Est HOT DAYS a west. The wool will be scoured at lng the stolen property.
OUR COAL YARD
POSTAL OR 'PHONE CALL WILL lhe Albuquerque Wool Scouring mi.ls.
Is chock full of coal that will gladden BRING HIM.
The sale waa consummated yester- - ("HII nFDC Pit PC aAVWFD Tfi
your heart and warm your house
day, George Arnnt, manager for Gross vIIILULHJ IILLJ fl.unCK IV
THE JAFFA GROCERY CO.
when Its cold. Fill your bins for
Kelly & Co.. purchasing the wool for
"Good Things to Eat"
f HARCFS AGAINST fltDDLLLI
next winter now and avoid the rush.
his firm from Manager Gus Weiss, of L
'
the Ilibo Mercantile company. The
LOOK
MUDGE AND PARTY
Attorney W. B. Childt rs, of this
American Block coal, the best Gallup
FISHING ON THE PECOS highest market price was paid for the rlty,
representing County Treasurer
wool.
Lump,
mined. Cerrlllos
the standard
"
Collector Frank A. Hub- The shipment received thia morn- - ahd
. tr
.
heating coal. All sizes of bard coal.
- MuJKe. of l
against whom charges were re-ing will probablv be the last big ship- i
a
railway, accompanied by ment Uom the west. The Laguna firm feut,y file"
WOOD
" Governor Otero by
Lrti
Factory wood. 13.00 full load; Green
7 ca.I)ltal'8t8 a4 rail- - nag haU(i)ea close to three quarters of Wrtrlct Attorney Frank W. Clancy,
thia a mli;ion pounds of wool this year and carB"ig Hubbell with malfeasance In
Mill wood, 12.00 full load.
VZZ J ' arrlvftl, at O'orieta
?lnVJ!ec!al.,ra,nEureka White Lime.
firm now ranks as one of the office, yeaterday forwarded hi brief.
'this
,
...
maKO
lnp
j
lo lne cnargf8 against Jiuolo
lno
dealers in wool In the terri- - la re'"y
upper Pecos country where they will
HAHN'S COAL YARD.
.bell to Governor Otero.
torv
Auto Phone, 416.
Colo. Phone, 45. enjoy an outing of several days.
uv
i
untu ih veiy itiu, ana goes
with
the charges axalnst
ARGE, fat, extra
quality, Nor- - into tidetail
.
. ..
n
u
..uu....
way Mackerel. Try one for
iubi
imi'i ir n n mill 4 .
iL .
your Sunday breakfast.
How would it do for youj
once
hla
and
la
decision
expected
FOR SUNDAY
SAN JOSE MARKET.
within the next two weeks.
grocer to sell poor stufTor deal
BROILERS.
UNIQUE EXHIBIT FOR
HEALTH IS YOUTH.
YOUNG HENS.
stuff as he bells Schilling!
THE TERRITORIAL FAIR
em
SPRING LAMB.
Disease and Sickness Bring Old Age.
A solid block
"K. C." SWEETBREADS.
llfrlilne, taken every morning before
of coal, weighing
Best?
breakfaxt,
will keep you In robut
every bit of ten tons, ia to be one of health,
"K. C." ROASTS.
tit you to ward oft dlaeaae. It
"K. C." STEAKS.
many
the
of
features
the
exhibits
at
cur ftt conHllpntion, tdllouHntHH, dyp"p- Moneybacfc,'
FROG LEGS.
the territorial fair in SeDtemhpr. Col. bih, rever, hk in ana Kinney cuniKlalnl
RED RASPBERRIES.
W. S. Hopewell, of the New Mexico
bJ?MlwndB!'.1,r"
LOGAN BERRIES.
-fuel & Iron company. H the originator 'ivxrtH, writes April x, lice: Whitney,
i have
APRICOTS.
of thia unique exhibit.
uaed iterblna. and tlnd It the best medl- ,l,r e'.nmlpatlon and liver troubles.
STRAWBERRIES.
Col. Hopewell has given orders to
CHERRIES.
John W. Su.livan, of y recommend It." W eta a bottle. Sold
NECTARINES.
the coal mines at Hagan, to get out a ky J- 11. o itleliy & Co.
FOR
GOOSEBERRIES.
MOVING THE SICK OR INi ..,;
lock of coal for exhibition at
GREEN
CORN.
YOUNG
JURED.
!a r. The block is to be much
MEADOW
GOLD
BUTTER IS
No risk Is taken when you plac
SQUASH, CAULIFLOWER,
Prompt Service Day or Night.
r .lian the one mined In Missouri, PACKED
TO
lrr
'i
WITHSTAND THE
your order for drugs or family mediRHUBARB.
HOT
expart
was
a
which
WEATHER; HAS FIVE SEPof the Missouri
cines with us. Wt fill every prescrip0. W. STRONG'S SONS,
hibit at the Louisiana Purchase ex- ARATE PARCHMENT WRAPPERS.
ALSO,
In
THEN
a
position.
WE
tion
careful, accurate way and Colo. Phone, 75
RECEIVE A
Automatic. 147.
According to Mr. Hopewell, the FRESH SUPPLY WITH EVERY REguarantee the quality. Ask your docplt-cFRIGERATOR
fif coal to bo mined, will be the
FREIGHT. MEADOW
tor.
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
largest single chunk ever taken out GOLD IS ALWAYS SWEET.
THE
JAFFA GROCERY CO.
of the earth any place In the world.
H. O'RIELLY CO.,
KOU KENT A nicely furnished
"Good Things to Eat."
Shen you want a pleasant laxative
DRUGGISTS.
house, modern. Ford Bros., fiat Is easy to take and
CALL
AND SEE OUR ASSORTcertain to act
Chttrril)erlaln'
"
tarn.
Stomach and Liver MENT OF FRUITS AND V EG ETA- SEWING MACHINE BARGAINS
Free delivery In the city. Mall erd WANTED Good, hiiBtHns local agent Tablets, tor sale by all dealers.
YOUR real ones, at Singer storfs. Jluy hfre
BLES BEFORE PLACING
O
era sent out the same day they art
WE
ana
HAVE
ORDERS.
ALL THE
d. al with the manufacturers. The
for the Oliver typewriter. Liberal
If that brilliant forecaster Into the MARKET AFFORDS. OUR STORE Singer company
is iiermantnt and re-Icontract will be glvm right parfuture,
Gipsy
the
WITH
LOADED
sponsible:
ALL
KINDS OF
ties. J. v. Shelor, general agent,
fortune
teller,
its reiircstuiatlvps are
ways
TO
THINGS
TEMPT
THE
Azusa, reads your palm tonight at 800
at the Alvarado.
at Jian.i to care for Singer
IT IS EASY TO MAKE GOOD
THESE HOT DAYS.
; chines.
BREAD
WITH
CLUB
HOUSt WANTED A girl for goneral house- I'ark avenue, you will look into the
GROCERY
THE
JAFFA
CO.
Ixok for the rej S. SIS'i South
FLOUR.
work. 315 South Third street.
futurewith confidence.
"Good Things to Eat."
Second Btreet, Albuquerque, N. M.

Co. ,

nfl
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TO POLITICS"

Provisions.
Chicago, July 14. Following were
closing prices today:
Wheat July 854I Sept.,
Corn July, B6i; Sept., 544.
Oats July, 32V4; Sept., 30.
Pork July. $12.65: Sept.. $12,674.
I.ard July, $7.05: Sept., $7.20.
Ribs July, $7,624: Sept., $7,824- -

After Many Years Mrs. Clara
Corbin. Secures Clear
Title to Them.
IN

Flocks and
Many Others to be
Represented.

"SOLELY

New York Money Market.
New York. July 14. Prime mercanpaper,
4j414 per cent. Silver,
tile
59 Uc.
Money on call wae sUsady, at
2,2'4 per cent.

GRAN QUIVERA

LOCATED

Otero's

h

e

Without using thoroughly reliable remedies, la 4ike going to war
without ammunition.
We make it our business to handle only the best drugs and
sick room requisites that money, skill and experience can produce.

FAIR

V

HISTORIC RUINS

TREATING DISEASE

TERRITORIAL

00L

Amalgamated Copper
S34
....1384
American Sugar
86 Vfr
Atchison, common
HANDSOME PRIZES ARE OFFERED
102 H
Atchison, pfd
114
Baltimore ft Ohio
Brooklyn Rapid Transit
694
Oeorge Arnot, manager for Gross,
46g
Colorado Fuel ft Iron . ...i
Kelly ft Co., during the past week has
38
Colorado Southern, second
received a number ot One fleeces
Chicago, Great Western, common 20
the flocks of prominent ranchC. ft O
63Mi
Erie, common
46H men throughout the territory. Those
Krle, first
36 fleeces are to be placed In the fleece
L. ft N
annual ter'.148H exhibit at the Twenty-fift98
ritorial fair to be held in September.
Missouri Taclflc
Up to date a dozen or more fine
126
Metiopoiltan
21
fleeces have been sent to Mr. Arnot
Mexican Central
New York Central
148
to be kept until the fair. Today he
Norfolk
854 received six fleeces from the ranch of
Reading, common
105H Governor Otero, located at Pastura,
Pennsylvania
142R8 Guadalupe county. They are of very
Hock Island, common
314 fine quality and represent the highest
81
Republic Iron & Steel, pfd
grade wool found in the flocks of the
65
Southern PaicBc
Salado Live Stock company.
St. Paul
1814
James W. Chaves, son ot the late
33
Southern Railway
Col. J. Franco. Chaves, who owns a
1
T. C. ft
85
large sheep ranch at Plnos Wells, Tor34
Texas Pacific
rance county, has also sent several
129
Union Pacific, common
fleeces from his flocks to be exhibited
U. S. S., common
344 at the fair.
U. S. 8., pfd
102
Mr. Arnot states that he has receivWestern Union
93H ed assurances from every sheepman
45
leather, common
of any consequence In the territory,
O. & W
62H that they will be on hand at the
fair w to h their l st fleeces and go after
Stock Sales.
New York, July 14. Total sales of some of the rich prizes that are offerstocks on the exchange today aggre- ed by the association
gated 521,800 shares.

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
Furnishings 00

0000000000000000000000000000000000HB

METAL

Gov.

MMNDELL
Clothing

"

Closing quotations Received by Levy
Bios., Correspondents for Ixigan
& Bryan. Barnett Building.

0
0

Our Suite, Top Coata, Trousers, H ats and Furnishings must vacate.
We don't want a vestige of 8prlng or Summer stock when we open the
Fall campaign and we won't nave It we can help It
LOOK AT MY WINDOW AND CIRCULAR.
Can you afford to miss a sale, where the pricea touch your purse so
gently?

MONEY

IT0C

FTVE,

FINE FLEECES FOR

THE MARKETS

0
0
0
0

PAQE

Electrical Work
WE

WILL

WIRE

YOUR

STORE

OR

RESIDENCE

In the Safest and Most Up to Date Manner

AT A REASONABLE COST
We Make

a Specially of Electric Pumping
SUITABLE FOR KESIDKNCES.
Estimates Cheerful y Given.
Southwestern Electric & Construction Co,,

Outfits,

5J

cuth

Have You Noticed the DomesticFinish

i

liP'Vi

"AMBULANCE"

We give on

durable it Is.

our laundry

work?

Try It and

Notice how long it keeps its

We turn out linen, white as snow
specks or wrinkles.

and

see

how

finish.

free from all

Imperial Latindt y Co.
"RED WAGONS"

-

I

e

e

J.

Rio Grande Lumber Co.

flvo-roo-

I

General Building Soppltes
SCREEN DOORS
Both Phonts.

A. H. F EYN,' Mgr.

3Ja d Marquttte
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Linen
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The ECONOMIST

Damask Towels,

With Knotted frlngs and two
row of open work all white and
colored border
elze 22x40 Inch
858
cn

Y

iH- -r

CITIZEN
Cotton

White

j?JlJp.

Towels,

SyvyCxwA
Ff
IijI
ttl

Large Whit

Cotton towel that
will wah toft and glv good ser-ize 19x40 Inch a bargain
vice

Albuquerque 's Biggest Brightest end Busiest Store

SIX GREAT DA YS IN THE LINEN PEP9 T. ?ggP;aetYtI
GREATEST SALE OF TABLE LINENS, TOWELS AND CRASHES in tbe history of Albuquerque. Thousands of yards of the best linen3 to be retailed at prices
THE
that will impress you at ODce with their remarkable lowness. Every experienced housewife is tempted by a bargain in linens, for the stapleness of linen values makes real

bargains the exception rather than the rule. It was a lucky purchase by our buyer in New York that enables us to come forward with such an offer. Every one should be
interested in this sale, especially the hotel and boarding house keepers, who are large users of these necessities. The values are unmatchable. This great sale is scheduled
for one week, beginning MONDAY, JULY 10.

Napkins

Table Damasks
Foil Bleached, Half Bleach
ed and Turkey Red.

HALF

v
der; worth 75c,

BLEACHED, all linen Dam-askfull two yard wide neat
design! an exceptionally fine bargain, and worth 60c per yard, at

l

47c

Half
Half
Half
Half

Bleached
Bleached
Bleached
Bleached

11.50 Napkins, at,
1.75

Damask, at.... 39c
Damask, at.... 47c
55c
Damask, at
Damask, at....62o

BLEACHED, all pur Linen
72 Inches wide pretty
patterns finely woven and fine finish
85c quality, at

FULL

2.00
2.25
2.50
3.00
3.50
4.00
S.00

65c
Bleached
Bleached
Bleached
Bleached

Napkins,
Napkins,
Napkins,
Napkins,

Napkin,
Napkin,
Napkins,

Napkin,

at,
at,
at,
at,
at,
at,
at,
at,

FRINGED
25c
69c
75c
85c

35c Full Bleached Damask
75e Full Bleached Damask
on- - PuJl Bleached Damask

(1.00 Full
11.25 Full
1fiO Pull
(1.75 Full

LINEN
iwn I
at per dozen.

wo

Damask
Damask
Damask
Damask

....1.10

....125
....139

RED Table Damask 68
TURKEY wide
guaranteed
color

regular 35c quality, at, per yard

25c

M"i

Citizen Publishing Company.

UVi -

.2-4-

0

UEMMED

HUCK
TOWELS size
18x36 Inches with red border
towels that will wash up nicely Just
the towel for rooming house at per

NAPKINS.

kind, at per dozen
$1.25 kind, at, per dozen
$1.50 kind, at, per dozen
$2.00 Full Bleached Damask
40c Turkey Red Damask
45c Turkey Red Damask
50c Turkey Red Damask .'
60c Turkey Red Damask

LINEN SET size of
TJRINGED
cloth 8x10, size of napkin 16
linen-pr- etty
Inches soft
design very special, per set

1.25
20c
25c
30c
35c
45c

Hemmed
Hemmed
Hemmed
Hemmed
Hemmed

25c
35c
40c
50c
60c
75c

Damask
Damask
Damask
Damask
Damask
Damask
Damask

Towels
Towels
Towels
Towel
Towels

each J fo
each J j
each 23o
each 25
each SIJo

Towel each
Towel each
Towels each
Towels each
Towel
each
Towel each
Towels each

20c
2rC
3Il
42i
49c
50
85c

Huck
Huck
Huck
Huck
Huck

1.25
1.50
1.75

25c
62c
89o
98c

1.25

....1.69
35c
39c
45c
55c

$1

Fringed Cloth at
Fringed Cloth at
Fringed Cloth at

..1.00
..1.25
..1.50

10c

12"2c Turkish Bath Towel s each
15c Turkish Bath Towels each 1220
20c Turkish Bath Towels each..ir,
25c Turkish Bath Towel each..2
30c Turkish Bath Towel each..2.3
35c Turkish Bath Towels each..
50c Turkish Bath Towel each..

TEMPT

u

3.95

$1

1.25
1.50
1.75

I

Time Tells the

-

.

SINGCR

non-

T

American League.

8
4

0

VM. J. GLOVER.

6
6

.3

5-2- 5

6-5- 0

7.95
8-9-

0.95

pooooocxxxxxyoooxxxxxxxi

CARDS

TRY OUR

OENTIST8.

J. E. KRAFT.
Dental Surgeon.
Rooms 15 and 16 Grant block, over
the Golden Rule Dry Oooda Company.
Both phones. Appointments made by
mall.

Fresh Meals and Sausages

OR.

A Specially Fine Line
UNION

W. N. Macbeth.
Rooms 24 ana 26, Burnett buildln-- , cor
ker Kallroad avenue and Becond street.
Viouquerque.
Appointments
made by
call, tx urs: I to U; 1 to
Open even- ngs, 7 co s.

207 West Gold Aveune
BOTH PNOM 'mm

I

Edmund J. Alger,

D. D.

9 10
8

0
C

MARKET
H
Q

cocxxxxxxxxoocoocxxxxxxooo

8.

SU6 Railroad
avenue
Office hours
a. m. to U.SO p. m.; 1:80 p. m. to I
m. Telephone 462. Appointments made
by mall.
SO

OFFICE

17TH.

CLOSED

UNTIL

N. PEACH

.

JULY

Room

43

& CO:

Barnett Building.

REAL ESTATE

LAWYERS.

We have bargains in vacant lot and
improved property. It will pay you to
Bernard 8. Rodey.
see. us before making purchases.
AH
ATTORNBT-AT-LAAlbuquerque, business Intrusted to
us will recelvs
N. M. Prompt attention given to all prompt
attention
business pertaining to the profession.
Win practice In ail oourta of the terri
tory and before the United States land

CLH(lflLlE

offloe.

Ira

M.

Bond.

S2 F street. N.
Pensions, lands,
li.
patents, copyrights, cavlats, letter patents, trade marks, claims.

ATTORNEY
W., Washington,

Office
M.

Jerque, N.

CO

AND FEED

Wholesale and Retail.
HIDE8, PELT8 AND WOOL.

T-UAW.

J.

B. McMANUS,

602 South

R. W. D. Bryan.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAAlbuquerque,
N. al. Offloe, SVlrsi. national Bank

PJHJJE

HAY, GRAIN

First 8treet

Manager.
Both Phone

DON'T FORGET

Crora- -

tiiuruiuTtuiiit
IT

ine juouquerque
Transfer
any

handle

old thing.

Co.

Call at

No. 110 West Gold avenue. Au- - S
tomatlo "phone 362. Bell 'phone

UUllUtlliltlllj

C. D. GRAHAM.

Floyd Gibbons, deputy internal revenue collector for Arizona and New
Mexico, went to Prescott on business
connected with bis office. He was
met there by A. J. Loonils. of the Internal revenue collector's office at
Santa Fe, who will give him some In
structions as to the duties of bis new
office, says the Phoenix Gazette.

4S--

e,

Thos. F. Keleher

NEW TIME CARD

p. m.

E.

N.

GUARD AGAINST GERMS

Dya-popn-

City-Toled-

White Linen Crash 18 Inches wide
ntn narrow red border also red
and blue checked glass toweling 10c
qualities at per yd

9
John H. Stlngle.
Y 1S5 black.
x
ATTORNEY-AT-LAThe Indians at Cochltl and Tesuque
Suite 1. N. T.
Tuesday held a special feast In rever Arm! Jo building, Albuquerque, N. At.
ence for the Almighty for His answers
L. P. RUCKER BADLY 8CALDS HIS to their prayers for bountiful crops
ARCHITECTS.
LEO AND HAS A NARROW ES- this season. Great preparations were
CAPE FROM DEATH IN BOILING made for the celebration and the en
F. W. Spencer.
riRE
WATER.
tire population of the two Pueblos
Rooms
Barnett building, Albuquer-iuINSURANCE.
M. M. Automatlo 'phone KC
participated.
Secretary Mutual Building Associa
Ij. P. Rucker, the transfer man and
tion. Office at I. C. Baldrtdgs'a
messenger fo rthe malls, bad a serCLAIRVOYANT.
V. O. Walllngford.
bnmber Yard
ious mishap at 2 oclock Sunday after
Build
Bank
National
2.
Room
First
noon. I twas aiso a narrow escape
Mrs. Alice Coburn Hayward, clair- ing, Albuquerque, New Mexico.
from death. He went to the Ice plant voyant
and business medium, 120
after ice and, walking In the dark South Arno
street Office hours: 10
CONTRACTOR & BUILDER.
building, stepped In an open cauldron to S dally. Evenings
and Sunday by
lined to heat pans In order to allow appointment.
A. L. Morgan.
Ice frozen therein to dump easily. The
CONTRACTOR AND BUILDER Esti PAINTS, OILS, VARNISHES AND BRUSHES
vat as partly full of bolilng water.
furnished; Job work socheerfully
mates
Mr. Rucker'a left leg was Immediately
licited. Automatlo 'phone TH; Bhop 111
scalded to the knee and his right foot
Palmetto Roof Paint stop all
North beoond atreet. Albuquerque, N. M.
was burned to the ankle. The left
leaks.
leg was burned so badly the skin
On gallon Devoe' Paint cover
PHYSICIANS.
Eastbound.
slipped when the clothing was re300 squsre feet two coats.
No. 2, Atantlo Express, arrives) T:U
moved. The shoe partly protected
C. H. Conner, M. D., D. O.
a. m.; depart 8:80 a. m.
the right foot. Roswell Record.
Osteopathic physician and surgeon. LEATHER, HARNESS. SADDLES,
No. 4, Chicago Limited, arrive
ETC.
of OsteoHives are a terrible torment to the 11:69 Tuesdays and Friday; depart President New Mexico Board
successfully
diseases
All
pathy.
Wednesday and Saturlittle, folks, and to some older ones. 12:09 a.
tieated. Offllce Harnett building. 409 W. KAILKOAD
Easily cured. Doan's Ointment never day.
AVE
No. 8, Chicago and Kansas City Ex-- Hours. 9 to 2 and 2 to 4. Both tele
falls. Instant relief, permanent cure.
press, arrives b:4a p. in.; departs 7:45 phones. Sundays by appointment.
At any drug store, 60 cents.

Michaels, manager of the
Western Union Telegraph office at
I.as Vegas, met with quite a misfor
Western League.
tune "Wednesday. Mr. Michaels has
R. H. E.
At Colorado Springs
for some time past been employed In
U 13
Omaha
the office of the chief dispatcher of
13 15
Colorado Springs
the Santa Fe in the Meadow City, but
R.H. E
At Denver
alxut a week ago he was appointed to
5 11
Denver . ..
Keep Well by Strengthening the Stomach in Sum- the management of the Western
8 8
Des Moines
Vnlon office. Wednesday, while on
R. H.E.
At St. Joseph
IVIi-o-n- a.
duty, bis home caught lire and was
5 5
With
St. Joseph
mer
almost totall consumed.
The con0 4
Sioux City
tents were partly removed so that the
one-hajEvery on
NervouHuoss and sleeplessness come loss will be about
with weak digestion
American Association.
(rum
use
seasou
this
at
a weak stomach than
should
and more often
At Milwaukee
Indigestion Cured.
Milwaukee
bo Ktrengthen the stomach that dis- from any other cause; headache, backThere la no case of Indlgentton.
ease germs can have no effect what- ache and rheumatic pains are directly
Columbus
or Ptomach Trouble that will nut
yli-lto the dlgeatlve and strengthening
ever. This remarkable remedy puts caused by an acid condition of the Influence
At Kaunas Cit- yof KMol Dyepepala Cure. This
game postponed the wholo digestive system In so stomach.
Kansas
corrects all this, remedy takes
the strain oft the stomach
healthy, clean and sweet a state that prevents the formation of acids, and by dlseatln what you eat and allowing
mi account of rain.
It
to real until It growa strong again.
fermentation of the food cannot ex- nervousness, kidney trouble, or rheu- Kortol
At Minneapolis
Iyapepala Cure affords quirk and
'
3 ist, that any disease germs which may matism, is quickly cured.
Minneapolis
permanent relief from Indlgeatlon and
4 enter the stomach will bo destroyed,
Ask J. H. O'Kielly & Co., to show all stomach troubles, bullda up the systxmUville
and food will be so readily assimilat- you the guarantee under which they tem and ao purine that dlaeaaa cannot
At St. Paul
and gain a foothold aa when In
8 ed that a rapid and healthy Increase sell
Price, 60 cents. It attack
St. Paul
by all
Bold
weakened condition.
: Indianapolis
in flesh will TesulL
costs nothing unless it cures.
druggists.

'

WORK

4c

yd.

A. E. WALKER,

Philadelphia

first game

Second game

fit. Louis

6
3

Washington

'

2

Washington
At Chicago
Chicago
Host on
At Cleveland-Clevel- and

New York
At 8t. Louis
St. Louis

'

9
8

A. C. McQueen, live stock agent for
the Santa Fe, Prescott & Phoenix railR. H. E
shipping of
7 11 1 road, states that the
1
sheep along that line for this sea4 11
R. H.E. son is over. The total number of
6 9 0 sheep shipped' was 88,871.
This num1 5
ber went out from Mesa and Ash Fork,
R. H.E. Ariz. A much larger
number waa
4
1
shipped from main line points, and
2
4
they are still making hiiiiients in
R. H.
that section of the couutry.

Detroit

wide- - -- pr

3.95
4.75

PROFESSIONAL

No.

yd

BLEACHED Twilled Cotton Crash,

4-7- 5

Well block, Albnq

Unless prevented by the authorities. rea.lly expect to swim the water in
1
Gra which so many have gone to their
H. E. or by lack of nerve, Callsle D.
6 6 0 bam and William Glover will indulge j death. Graham has been through the
the rapids a couple of times In a barrel,
1 6 6 In a swimming content through
of Niagara thli ' and the experience baa given him conR. H.E. whirlpool rapids
3 9 2 month. The date for the match has fidence, he claims, and he thinks he
Both men are will be able to awtra through the
0 2 1 not been announced.
lu training and go ahead as if they seething pool.

At Philadelphia

-

3

$1.50

2-5-

E. W. Dobson.

R--

St. Louis
Fhiladelnhla

DO GOOD

ES

at

Black Chiffon Taffeta 36 Inches
wide most practical fabric for shirtwaist suits oil boiled fast black, sold
elsewhere at one seventy-five- .

Towelings

at
at

ATTORNBY-AT-LA-

R. H. E

4
1

Cincinnati

'

SEWING-MACHIN-

at 95c yd

Yard Wide Silk Pongee that will
wash and wear well. There Is nothing better for waists, suits or coats-reg-ular
one twenty-fiv- e
quality.

STEPPED IN A CAULDRON

1
6
R. H. E.

Chicago
At Boston
Boston

ss

DVR.1NO A LIFETIME.
Sold at Singer atore. Sewing machines ranted or exchanged
Albuquerque, 218tt South Second St.; Douglas, Ariz.. G ave.
and 11th St,; El Paso, Tex., 102 El Paso St.; Las Vegas, 622
Sixth St.; Roswell. 209 N. Main St.; Santa Fe, The Plaza;
East Trinidad, Colo., 301 W. Main SL; Tucson, Arlx.. 106 E.
Congress St.; North Elde Spruce St., between Gold and Sliver avenues, Demlng, New Mexico.

League.

JPlttsburg
At New York
:Xew York

big--

efficiency.

Base Ball
National
At Brooklyn
Brooklyn

Story-Ther-

e

sewing-machin- e,
difference between a first-claa
embodying the best of materials and workmanship,
and one which ia mad in the cheapest manner. The buyer of
the cheaper machine soon pays th difference of price in the
conatant coat for repair, to say nothing of it annoying in-

I

Ail letters and remittance should
h addressed to The Citizen Publish- to Company. Drafts, checks and post.
atBoe and express money orders must
be made payable to the order ot the
company.
OUR TELEPHONES:
Bell, 15.
Automatic, 183.

1

embodiment of SIMPLICITY
the ACME of CONVENIENCE.

MACHIN E the
and UTILITY

e

$5.00 Hemstitched Sets ,
$6.00 Hemstitched Set
$7.50 Hemstitched Sets
$8.50 Hemstitched Sets
$10 Hemstitched Sets
11.50 Hemstitched Sets
12.50 Hemstitched Sets

4-9-

JThe highest type of FAMILY SEWING

Subscriber' will confer a favor by-

'wtlflylng us Immediately ot any
delivery ot the paper.

$3.50 Fringed Set
$6.00 Fringed Set

2-9-

UNION(jgff LABEL

TERMS OP SUBSCRIPTION,
by mall, 1 year In advance $5.00
60
Dally by mall, one month
60
.
OaUly by carrier, one month
'
20
Dally by carrier, one week
100
'Weekly by mail, one year
The Evening Citizen will be dellv-ere- d
In the city at the low rate of 20
cents per week, or for 60 centa per
nonth when paid monthly.
Rates for Advertising can be bad on
application.

well-wearin- g

3.15

saatter.

ally

Fancy Silk for Shirtwaist or Shirtwaist Suits those soft,
"Ik
that sold readily at eighty-fivcenta the yard.

1-9- 5

THE XXm CENTURY SEWING MACHINE 1

OFFICIAL PAPER OF
BERNALILLO COUNTY.
OFFICIAL PAPER OF
CITY OF ALBUQUERQUE.
Dispatches.
nrlntni I'rrai A"-htfargeat City and County Circulation.
Tim Largest New Mexico Circulation.
.Largest Northern Arizona Circulation.

at 59c yd

d

3.95

2-3-

$1.25 Turkey Red Cloths
1.50 Turkey Red Cloth
1.75 Turkey Red Cloth
$2 Turkey Red Cloth

30

That Can't Be Beat

Hemstitched Linen Set soft, firm
damask size of cloth 8x4, napkins 18
Inches regular $5 set for

1.25
1.50
1.75
1.69

Hemmed Cloth
$2 Hemmed Cloths
$2 Hemstitched Cloth
2.50 Hemstitched Cloth
$3 Hemstitched Cloths
3.50 Hemstitched Cloths
$4 Hemstitched Cloths
4.50 Hemstitched Cloths
$6 Hemstitched Cloths
1.75

DEATH IN WHIRLPOOL

Entered at poetofflce for transmls-stothrough the malls as second class

silver-bleache-

Silk Values

2.45

$1.50 Hemmed Cloths

4-1-

$1

iz
TABLE CLOTHS
white and colored border
soft, glossy linen 1.00 cloth at

FRINGED

85c

.3-4-

35c kind, at, per. dozen
75c kind, at, per dozen

Linen Sets

dozen

per dozen.. .1.25
per dozen.. .1.49
per dozen.. .1.69
per dozen.. .1.95
per dozen.. .2-1per dozen..
per dozen.. .3-0per dozen..
per dozen..

JSVENINQ CITIZKN TWO MEN WILL
Published Dally and Weekly.

'07 Th

Nap- -

49c

s,

HALF

50c
60c
66c
75

BLEACHED

ii0

Table Cloths

'

Towels

Westbound.

Dr. J. E. Bronson.
Homeopathic Physician.
hltlng Block,
Room V.

W.LJrimble&Cc

LIVERY, SALE. FEED AND
No. 1, Lo Angeles Express, arrive
VEGETABLES,
TRANSFER STABLES.
AND
7:30 p. m.: depart 1:16 p. m.
FRUITS
No. S, California limited, arrive FRESH EVERY DAY, AT MALOY'S. Horses and Mules bought and exchang10:40 a. m Mondays and Thursdays
Subscribe for The Cltiten and get ed. Address W. L. Trimble & Co.,
departs 10:60 a. m, Monday
and
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
the nws.
Thursdays.
No. 7, San Francisco Fast MatL ar
BEST TURNOUTS IN
rive 10:30 p. ia.; departs 11:10 p. m.
THE CITY.
8UMMER 8CHOOU
Buslnsss College.
Of Albuauerau
SECOND STREET,
BETWEEN RAILROAD
In addition to regular work we will
8outhbound,

AND COPPER AVENUES.
have Review Classes for teachers' cergraded
school,
school,
high
tificates,
No. 27 departs 11: SO p. m oonnsct
and Spanish course. Open Monday,
with eastern trains
No. 22 arrives from south 7:1 a. tn, June 12.
Ten weeks for 110. for any course.
connecting with No. 2, sastboand.
For further particular address
Dealer In
RAMSAY 4 ALLMAN,
All trains dally except No. S and 4.
GROCERIES, PROVISIONS,
HAY,
No. 1 carries through chair, stand- Gleckler Block, Corner Fourth street
GRAIN AND FUEL.
snd Gold Avenue.
ard and tourist sleeping ears to os
Angeles.
Fin Line of Imported Wine, Liquors
Dr. Thorn
A household necessity.
No. 7 carries through chair, standsnd Cigars.. Place your order
cuts
burns,
ard and tourist sleeping ears (or Baa as' Electric OH. Heals
for this) line with us.
;
sore
throat,
wounds of any sort cures
rYaaciaoo.
never
21221517 NORTH THIRD STREET.
fans
croup, catarrh, asthma;
F. L. MYERS, AgeaL

Toti

&

Gradi,

FRIDAY, JULY

20

14,

ALBUQUERQUE EVENING C1T1ZE

1905.

PEE EM

Discount For IP Days

Through mistake, we had a large order of crockery duplicated,
consequently, we have a larger stock of crockery than la usually carried In an exclusive china store, and to unload part of It immediately,
we are offering It at 20 per cent o fffor cash for the next ten days. If
you are In need of hotel dishes, water sets, dinner sett, or odd pieces,
It will pay you to Investigate our stock. SEE OUR WINDOW DISPLAY.

J. D. EMMONS

PAGE SEVatm.

MBBET1 OM

ooo

Successor to Futrelle Furniture Co. Corner Coal Ave. and Second St.

ooo

Both 'Phones.

FOR

Railroad Topics
Joseph ppteison, representing the
Plntsch car lighting system, returned
last night from a short business trip,
to Denver.
Traveling Knglneer John A. Robs, of!
the New Mexico division of the Santa
Fe, arrived from the north last night
and spent the day here.

SALE

FROM

.0

result of the recent visit to Ixs Angeles of Vice Piesident Kendrlck, Instructions have been Issued by Gen-

W Down, (Balance Easy Payments

eral Manager Wells to Chief Engineer
Burns to hurry to completion plans
for the construction of two Immense
freight houses In that locality.
They will bo the nucleus for what
promises to be one or the largest
freight
In the west. It Is
George Seott. conductor on the expectedterminals
the
that
of
construction
Ala-&
of
Rio Grande, north
Denver
these buildings will take about a year,
tnosa. Is taking a vacation of thirty during which time other Important
days. He Is visiting Santa Fe.
Improvements will be under way at
Superintendent Russell, of the New; the basin.
discussing the subject, one of
Mexico division of the Santa Fe. with; In officials
of the road said:
headquarters at Las Vegas, was at- the"That
San Franeisco is to bo a great
tending to oflTiial business In the city freight center
Is no longer a theory,
today.
but a certainty.
Competitive points
Harry Braun, a shop employe, ac- along the coaat will not materially Incompanied by hla wife, will leave Sat- terfere with the city's growth In this
The Santa Fe company is
urday night for St. Louts, where they respect
will visit relatives for a couple of now preparing to meet this developthe Santa Fe, Fred Nichols made a
ment at a present cost of f
weeks.
record breaking row from Sugar Loaf
to the Avalon pier with an oar. It
UroVomon Snnripra hna been ftHWas lslailil talk hnnr Iho vnnnir man
signed to Conductor J. M. Lescney'fl, RAILWAY RATES
passenger crew in piace oi uraeuin
sacrificed several large patches of
ARE
DEMORALIZED
nttie from his hands In his effort to
L. E. Tripp, who goes Into the freight
land two white frocked nlmpths of
service.
PLUMBERS
the island in time for luncheon.
TINNERS
Passenger
In
rates
western
ter
the
on
D.
engine
Carey,
the
foreman
T.
Catallna Is as fascinating as ever.
ritory
going
are
worse,
from
bad
to
In
Fe
engine
local
Santa
the
lead
TO LOUISVILLE, Ky., DENVER, COLORADO
hotnla urn nulla well filled
It was The
yards, at night, has returned from a says a Chicago dispatch.
the crescent bay of Avalon Is dotted
today
stated
SPRINGS
AND PUEBLO, Colo., CHICAGO, ST.
that
demoralization
the
report
will
for
El
and
Paso
visit to
now existing Is greater and covers a witn ooats and yatchs of various
)
duty tonight.
LOUIS.
MEMPHIS,
sizes
KANSAS CITY, ANL ALL
and
Fishing
Is
not
discretions.
a a
wider extent of territory than any
but some very good
POINTS
J. R. Carruth, the mail clerk on the which has existed In the past, except extraordinary,
NORTH
AND EAST
of mackerel and yeKowtail
Denver & Rio Grande, with headquart- when there has been open and avowed catches
have
been
made.
VIA
ers at Santa Fe, Is enjoying a visit war In progress. Special and party
Those who know Santa Catallna, Us
from his father, J. A. Carruth, of Oak- business seems to be most affected, mountains,
I
valleys,
Its
caves
and
though there is no class entirely free
land, California.
pleasant little beaches and vivacious
from the prevailing condition.
was
Brakeman C. H. Gaines of Conduc positively asserted today that It such inhabitants know It as one of the
tor Gorman's crow, at Las Ve?as, sus-- ' business as the Epworth League ex most delightful resorts on the Calitained a severe sprain of the back byj curslon to Colorado was carried at fornia coast. Its wide diversity of
falling out of the cupola of the ca- rates which actually would not pay amusement is Its most commendable
STAR RETT'S MACHINIST TOOLS
boose the other night.
to one who is looking for enthe expenses of running the train. feature
ATKINS 8AWS
and
at
same
tertainment
Mrs. William Wleneke and children, Any business for which special
rest
the
STANLEY PLANES
time. There are wild goats for the
who visited relatives and friends In are required Is said to be In astrains
bad
hunters and the fishermen' find off
La Junta, returned to the city last condition.
JENNINGS eV IRWIN BITS
its coast sport
Panight. Mr. Wleneke, the husband and
MAY DOLE HAMMERS
The more conservative roads are cific coast. Only unequaled on theFlor-Ida
at
Palm
Beach,
father, Is a switch engineer In the becoming exceedingly
restive
under
in
and
of
the
Gulf
Mexico
do
yards.
Fastest Schedules
local
the
Finest Equipment
the state of affairs now prevailing. finny tribes go so game
a a a
and plentiful.
President F. M. Murphy, of the They say that patience on their part An invariable breeze and the quiet
Santa Fe, Preseott & Phoenix railway, has ceased to be a virtue, and unless of the bay of Avalon furnish pleasure
was In the city a short time last night radical reform is speedily brought for the 6allor and oarsman, and there
Dining: Cars all the Way
on his way to Phoenix, from a trip to about they will be forced to take is music and dancing and other
Short Line Eair
New York. He was traveling In his drastic measures In
things doing from early morning till
good
No
reason
assigned
can
be
for late at night. The busy Inclined can
private car. No. 14.
Fir further Information call or address
the existing recklessness In ratemak
SAVAGE RIFLES
W. P. Clark, of Santa Fe. now hold- Ing. Busineas Is remarkably good In be busy and the lazy may be Indolent.
WINCHESTER
money
can
One
RIFLES
In
be
or one can bo
V. R. STILOS, 6. P. A., E. P.
ing a position with the Kansas City, all directions, and were normal rates
WINCHESTER 8HOT GUNS
Mexico & Orient railroad as right of obtained the roads would be enjoying money out.
But
of
all
things
JJ. E. SjsUm, El Paso. Tex
these
to see and
way agent, passed through the city unprecedented prosperity.
COLT'S REVOLVERS
do, the submarine gardens, viewed
last night en route to Mexico to atSMITH eV WESSON REVOLVERS
through the glass bottomed boats
tend to busineas connected with his
AMMUNITION, ALL KINDS
have no equal for beauty and novelty.
duties.
AVALON POPULAR
a a
Bathing, too, is fine. The trio will
probably leave Catallna on Saturday,
A new railroad is being built from
White and Nichols going to San
Las Vegas, Nev., to Goldfleld and
TOURISTS'
RETREAT
Francisco and Beal proceeding
by the way of Death Valley.
to
HARNESS
AND
Portland.
The new road Is being built by a com
pany headed by Frank M. Smith of
Oakland, Cat., who la known through- Season in Full Blast at Cal One Dollar Saved Represents Ten
Dollars Earned.
out the country aas aBorax Smith.
The average man dues not save to exMEN'S 8ADDLE8
per
ceed
ten
ifornia
Summer
cent of his earnings. He
Ralph Hibben, of Parsons, Kan.,
must spend nine dollars In living; exLADIES' SADDLES
treasurer of the Southwestern Devel
penses for every dollar saved. This being the cuce, he cannot be too careful
BOYS' SADDLES
opment company, owning extensive
Resort.
about unnecessary expenses. Very often
coal properties in Southeastern Kan
TEAM HARNESS
a
few
cents
properly
buyInvested,
like
sas, passed through Albuquerque on
ing seeds for his garden, will save sevBUGGY HARNESS
Chicago and return, 5250. with final limit of October 31. or 149 78.
No. 2 this morning, on his way home ALBUQUERQUE
eral dollars outlay later on. It Is the
IS REPRESENTED
'
good for sixty days.
BRIDLES, WHIPS
same
In buying Chamberlain's Chollc,
fiom a trip to the various California
Cholera
and
St. Louis and return, $44.60, with final limit of October 81. or 143
Diarrhoea Remedy.
It
resorts.
WORK,
STRAP
ETC,
ETC.
8a
costs but a few centa. and a bottle of It
good for sixty days.
in the house often saves a doctor's bill
Reports from Blalsdell, a station on Special Correspondence.
TICKETS
ON
of several dollars. For sale by all
SALE DAILY UNTIL SEPTEMBER 30.
Avalon, Santa Catallna Island, July
Denver and return, $25.15.
the Southern Pacific In Yuma county,
trio, Fred
Colorado Springs and return, $23.15.
Arizona, are to the effect that on 12. The Albuquerque
Pueblo and return, $20.15.
Thursday of last week the thermo- Nichols, Charles White and Joe Beal,
Glenwood Springs and return, $36.16. via Pueblo, or $41.15 ?la Denver.
meter at that p'.ace registered 130 de- journeyed from Los Angeles to the
grees In the shade and a Southern magic Isle on the morning of the tsth,
GO.
Pacific freight crew which took lunch by the Salt Lake route from the city PRAISE FOR A FAMOUS MEDICINE
there cooked coffee by allowing it to to the government wharf at San Pe
Tickets on Sale Daily Until October 15. Final Limit Oct. 31s!
dro and across the channel on the Mrs. Willadsen Tells How Sha Tried Lydla
stand In the sun. a a
Wl.liams Steamship company's best
E. Pinkhan'a Vegetable Compound Just
General Manager S. B. Grimshaw, boat, the Cabrillo.
&
ftV S S S S S
F. L. MYERS, Agent A. T. & S. F. Ry.
s ft
S
of the Santa Fe Central railway, was
in Time.
The thirty minute car ride was a
out all day yesterday on an inspection very interesting panoramic view of
Mrs. T. C. Willadsen, of Manning-- ,
tour of the road between Santa Fe the city suburbs, orchards and prosand Torrance and return. He went in perous gardens, boom addition and Iowa, writes to Mrs. Pinkham:
a special consisting of an engine and the "Cities by the Sea," Long Beach, Dear Mrs. Plnkboin :
a passenger car. The following were Terminal lb land, Alamltos and San " I can truly say that you havw saved my
on the special: Assistant to General Pedro. There was a sickening
fishy life, and I caimot express my gratitude to
Manager S. B. Grimshaw and wife; smell about San Pedro wharf, which you in words.
AND
Mr. and Mrs. A. O. Kennedy and Leo behoved Nichols to bite more savage-llHersch.
at his pepsin.
a a a
The government Is spending six
A dispatch from
Emporia, Kan.,
ea'ys: Nells Jorgenson, Santa Fe en- millions of dollars on a break-wate- r
gineer, and. his fireman, W. D. John- at San Pedro.. The shipping there Is
son, were taken to the Santa Fe hos- great, especially in iuniber, and for a
pital at Topeka In a critical condition. mile from the wharf along the rail1
They were poisoned, as they think, way stretches one vast lumber yard,
Needs
vsrything
from eating cocoanut pie at a luncn lumber enough to build a city.
The Cabrillo was cut loose and
About the House.
counter early this morning. The men
were on their run when taken sick, the sea voyage begun. Some 200 passengers were on board and much wai
and had to stop the train near
BORRADAILE & CO., 117 COLD AVENUE.
Tne head bi akeman found said about feeding the fish. The boat
nmxm
x
the two men lying In their cab. Dr. saloon did a good business, but the
Freeman stated this morning that both man behind' wouldn't take either
men were up and around with their Mexican or Canadian money. The sea
Shortest and quickest
line from
(fiAfrxTCWitfadsen fZ
clothes on, and were going home to- was extremely placid to the disapFe to Denver, Pueblo and Colo-rad8anta
day.
pointment of White, who is the sal. or
Springs, and all Colorado points.
a a a
of the trio, and there was very little
"Before I wrote to vou. telling, ran hna 1
The buyer of a CHICKEK1NO PIANO can never have anv rezrets
Connection
at Denver and Pueblo with
TRAINMASTER ETTER TAKEN
sickness on board.
felt. I had doetorsd for over two vmn tnH
FOR MILLIONAIRE SCOTT.
Two hours and thirty minutes put and spent lots of money on nvdicinrs bmiilta, over his purchase, for be will never find a Piano of another make that will
all lines east and west Time as quick
compare
In. tone with the one he has.
the channel between the continent but it all failed to blp ma II r uionchly peand ratee as low as by other lines.
To be sure they cost a little mo re than other good Pianos, but that
i
riods had riaswl aiul f infrA..!
Perhaps the next best thing to be- and the island.
fainting
Is
with
ylls, headache, backache ani
the inevitable result when you get the best.
ing a millionaire Is to be mistaken and
tsheriff Hubbell and family and Ed. boarinc-dowPULLMAN
(miiis, aud X was so weak I
SLEEPERS,
DINING
cheered as one, which was the ex- Quiekel and son bad returned to the could hardly keep
around. As a lait rort
CARS, TOURIST CARS, CHAIR
perience of W. K. Etter, trainmaster mainland when the trio a. rived, Mr. I decldi to write you
and try Lydia E. 1'iiik-ha'
of the eastern division of the Santa and Mrs. Hubbell taking a couage at
Vegetable Couiiound, and I am ao
CARS.
Fe, says the Topeka State Journal.
thankful that I did, for after following your
Ocean Park.
He was accompanying Walter Scott
On all through trains. No tiresome
We took quarters at the Metropole instructions, which you sent me fn-- of all
my monthly periods starW ; I m
WE ARE SCLE AGENTS FOR THE CHECKERING
on the Death Valley special from Em- Scarcely had White's ftnaucial scawl charge,
delays at any station.
regular
and
in
hoalth.
poret
Hud
it
not
poria to Argentine, and as tho train adorned the register before a bevy been for you I would be in
inv grave today.
tore th'.ough Topeka on its swift of reporters harrased tho New Mexico
" I sincerely truxt that thu letter may lead
For Illustrated advertising
flight, the form of a man standing on banker.
matter
suffering woman in the country to
Varied iurid tales of New every you
or Information, address or apply to
help
for
a
the rear platform showed up in the Mexico's undeveloped
write
I
did."
(Kasy
Payments)
cliher
wealth,
darkness.
When women are troubled with
mate and natural resources, aricul-ura- l
There was a crowd of loafers and
or painful menstruation, weakand
raising
advantages
stock
and
S. K. HOOPER, G. P. & T. A., Denver, Colo.
trainmen at the depot to see the train statehood qualifications,
ness, luucorrh(Ba, displacement or ul- err" C. M
beauty
the
who,
go through,
when they caught of her scenery
ceration
of
womb,
n
the
bearing-dowthat
and the growth of her
A' S. BARNEY, T. P. A., Santa Fe, New Mex.
sight of the man, cheered and yelled,
foeliny, inflammation of the ovarailroads. In several of the city pa"Hurrah tor h'coity! That's Scotty!" pers
ries,
balache,
flatulence,
general
was the result. And there were
The man who bowed and acknowlindigestion
nervous prostraedged the ovation was not Walter fishing stories, too, of questionable tion, they bliould and
there is
Scott, with his millions bulging out foundation. To these advertlsments one tried and true remember
We are now prepared to figure on cement walks. We use first
remedy. Lydia E,
of his pockets, but was the recently was probably due the popularity of l'inkbam's VjretableC'omHundatonee
clase material and employ competent workmen which Justl-fleappointed trainmaster, W. K. Eetter. the trio, and especially of Nicho s.
ue In giving you a positive guarantee.
Our prlcee will
Cupid has bei u very cruel and there removes such troubles.
WHOLESALE LIQUOR AKO
No other female medicine In the world
compare favorably with responsible competition.
will be many bleeding hearts and long
HUGE FREIGHT HOUSES FOR
has
received
such
widespread
unand
DEALERS
SANTA FE IN CHINA BASIN. drawn sighs over the sad sea waves qualified endorsement. Kefuse
all subwhen that young man leaves this Isl- stitutes.
.
..
i
i
i.
It has been formally announced by and. The gain of ten pounds by this
Mrs. Hnkhnm Invites all 6Ick women
LAUGHLIN
HYDRAULIC STONE COMPANY
high officials of the Santa Fe company desert banker Is another of his
ep
nw,
I
f
,
M. i
oi. lA'Uif ji
...
a. vice. She hasfruided
to write her
ioh Ainiri.fi u rwl Aia CV, i. Mil..
i
successes. While Scott's spe- thousands tofor
V.,
that steps are to be Immediately taken
isuiuea
Ifeerd. and owners
77i
AI.Ivarado W hUWey.
health.
Address,
Lyon,
the
11
distributor,
AUTOMATIC PIIONK 711
Write for our illustrate .
toward establishing big freight yards cial created a sensation .on the contin- Mua.
price
Au omatip Telephone 19. Salesroom HI South :a.aWu.
KirVt Stroet
on the China basin jiroperty. As a ent In Its record breaking race over
Mbuqueryue New Mexico.
i
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JOHN

M.

MOORE

REALTY

CO.,

219 West Gold Avenue.

ALBUQUERQUE

LOW RATE

HARDWARE CO.

EXCURSIONS

4th Street and Railroad Avenue

....

TOOLS

....

El Paso Northeastern
and
Rock Island Systems

j

Sporting Goods

j

b,

LIBERAL

RETURN LIMIT

DOUBLE

DAILY SERVICE

SUMMER EXCURSIONS

SADDLES

EAST

"IT SAVEMY LIFE"

ALBUQUERQUE HARDWARE

Furniture

DENVER

y

Crockery

I

&

RIO GRANDE
SYSTEM
"Scenic Line of the World"

Checkering

n

o

Pianos

WHITSON MUSIC CO.

y,

CEMENT SIDEWALKS
e

Wlelini & Ealtin

phen-mimen-

n.

-

CW
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Local, and

Personal

WEATHER INDICATIONS.
Generally fair tonight and Satur
day, except thunder showers In north
portion this afternoon or tonight.

ARE

FOR

LOOKING

YOU

No.
No.
No.
No.

ARRIVAL OF TRAINS.
1, from the east 9:30 p. m.
7, from the east, 10:30 p. tn.
8. from the west, 6:45 p. m.
2, from the west 7:55 a. m.

.

.15o
Strawberries,' per box
15o
Blackberries, per box
15o
Logan Berries, per box
Colorado Raspberries, box-- . .180
California Raspberries, box. ,20o
Native Peaches, per lb.. 8 to 8c
California Peaches, per lb.... 10c
7 to 10c
Apricots, per lb
Plums, basket, 60c; per lb..12
7 to 10c
Pears, per lb
Currants, crate, $2.35; lb..12'2o
25o
Cherries, 2 lbs for
Cauliflower, Beans, Cucumbers,
Head Lettuce, Tomatoes, Etc.
THE JAFFA GROCERY CO.
"Good Things to Eat."

BEST

SHOES

???????

'

u

fail to get an Iced
Harsh loft last night for EONT
Mr.
for your Sunday dinner.
an extended visit to relatives at Port We have them as cold as lea can
Huron, Mich.
mak them and as fine as money can
Meyer Fieidnian, the big Las Vegas buy.
SAN JOSE MARKET.
wool merchant, upent the day 1n toe
city on business.
SATURDAY'S SPECIAL SALE.
Mrs. M. C. MilllKan left last night
25c
tor a moniiJB vinii iu relatives
in 15 lbs cholre Potatoes
2 lbs Newton Creamery Butter.. 45c
Deadwood. S. D.
9c
Attorney B. E. Veeder, of Las Ve Corned Beef, per can
5c
lb pkg of Cocoanut
gas, was attending to legal Dusiness
11c
per pkg
Gi
in Albuquerque today.
9c
Mrs. Jay A. Hubbs and Mrs. Roy Pan Cake Flour, per pkg
11c
T rMia nlndjonllv
nhanornna1 si nort Shredded Wheat Biscuit
11c
of young people at the Casino last Force
18c
Postum Cereal
night.
A splendid grade of whole-graiWnn SnTnmnn T.llna n.nri wtfa
6c
Tlce, per lb
'nave been spending a few days In Al- - A nice assortment of 6c per cake
nuquerque, were passengers ior santa
Toilet Soap, 3 cakes in a box, at
Fe this morning.
this sale; wo have cut thq boxes
10c
down to
E. C. Fuehr, of the Fnehr undertak,
pkgs of
either
ing parlors, has gone to Dundee, la., Two
15c
powdered or lump
where he will spend a short time visA big Pocket Knife sale begins on
iting his parents.
next Monday.
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Walker have
THE MAZE.
223 North
moved from No.
Fifth
Wm. Kieke, Proprietor.
street to No. 1220 West Railroad aveTRADE.
TO THE PAY-DAnue.
WE DO'NOT OFFER AN ARTICLE
Miss Ellen Salter, niece of Attorney AT LESS THAN COST PRICE AS A
Frank Ackerman, left last night for "BAIT" TO INDUCE PURCHASERS
an extended visit to the ranch of TO COME TO OUR STORE. WE
Lorenzo Hubbell, at Ganado, Ariz.
GIVE HONEST VALUES. THE BEST
A. C. Fish, with
his wife and GOODS AND FULL WEIGHT AND
daughter, arrived from Ida Orove, MEASURE. WE GUARANTEE EVIowa, and will visit his brother. J. B. ERY ARTICLE AS REPRESENTED,
OR YOUR MONEY BACK. IF YOU
Fish and family for a few weeks.
"STOCK UP" ON PAY DAYS, YOU
J. B. Mayo left this morning for a WILL DO WELL TO GET OUR
trip to his mining property near Gol PRICES BEFORE PLACING YOUR
den. He expects to be away for some ORDERS.
WE GUARANTEE TO
days. Mrs. Mayo accompanied him. PLEASE
TO
YOU,
BOTH
AS
IF YOU
Adjutant General A. P. Tarkington, PRICE AND QUALITY.
who spent yes,terday in the city on WANT CREDIT, AND HAVE GOOD
business connected with the New REFERENCES, WE WILL CREDIT
Mexico National Guard, returned to YOU.
THE JAFFA GROCERY CO.
Santa Fe this morning.
"Good Things to EaL"
J. W. Shelor, of Chicago, general
agent for the Oliver Typewriter com- fjl ENUINE Codfish, Just received,
JJ in
pany. Is spending a few days In Albu
wooden boxes, 35c per
querque on business for his company. box.
SAN JOSE MARKET.
Mr. Shelor Is establishing agencies
THE RED CURRANT SEASON
for the Oliver typewriter In every im
WILL SOON BE OVER. IF YOU
portant city In the territory.
SOME,
TO
PRESERVE
Mrs. John R. Grant and daughter, WANT
YOUR ORDER WITH US,
Miss Annette, arrived in Albuquerque LEAVE
last night, and wi.l spend a few days AND YOU WILL NOT BE DISAPRECEIVING
In the city, the guests of Mr. and POINTED. WE ARE
Mrs. D. A. Macpherson. They are on DAILY LARGE SHIPMENTS OF THE
their way home to Los Angeles, from LARGE CHERRY CURRANTS. NONE
a visit to Cornwall, Ont. They will BETTER GROWN.
THE JAFFA GROCERY CO.,
be Joined at the Grand Canyon by
'Good Things to Eat."
John R. Grant, of the Grant Bros.
Construction company, and will then
Spanish Classes.
continue their Journey home.
The Spanish classes In the Business
A. J. Cochran, the extensive coal
operator of Dawson. Pa., who has college are In charge of Prof. A.
been visiting In the city the past two Montoya, and begin at 9 a. m. All
weeks, will leave for the east tomor who are desirous of studying Spanish
row.
Mr. Cochran will be accompa should enroll at once. For particulars
on or address A. Montoya, or
nied by his son, Alva, who has been call
making bVs home in Albuquerque for G. S. Ramsay Gleckler block, corner
a year past, and Joe Hagemelster, of Fourth street and Gold avenue.
clerk at the Alvarado. The hoys will
NATIVE RED CHERRIES LARGE
be taken for an extensive trip through AND LUSCIOUS;
A
ONLY
FEW
the east hy Mr. Cochran.
DAYS TILL THEY WILL ALL BE
GONE.
PLACE YOUR ORDER IN
Our polishes for white, black or tan ADVANCE AND YOU WILL NOT BE
shoes are the very best so far pro- DISAPPOINTED.
duced. They not only improve the
THE JAFFA GROCERY CO.
looks of your footwear, but make It
"Good Things to EaL"
ever
so much longer: 10c, 15c
last
FEE'S
SUMMER TAFFY AT WAL
and 25c packages. C. May's shoe
store, 3M West Railroad avenue.
TON'S DRUG STORE ONLY.

MEN'S SHOES
MEN'S OXFORDS

AND SLIPPERS

LADIES' SHOES
LADIES OXFORDS AND SLIPPERS
SHOES FOR BOYS AND GIRLS

$1.50

to

$1.B0

to $3.50

$4.00

$1.50 to $3.50
$1.10 to $3.60
$1.00 to $2.25

LOW SHOES FOR DOYS AND GIRLS

$1.00 to $2.25

DEPENDABLE FOOD
PRODUCTS.
Are those that have stood the test
of practical experience. In this respect the groceries we sell are above
even the breath of suspicion. No
brand that Is at all questionable In
quality can find a place In our store.
Patrons favoring us with their orders
g
can depend on us absolutely for
the best in quality, the
best In flavor and the best In nutrition.

sipllllp

turn-lnshln-

.amAA

F. F. TROTTER
Nos. 118 and 120 South Second St.

rffcS A GREAT REPUTATION.
The Clarkvllle coal we sell principally, like the Father of His Country,
&M a reputation second to none, and
you know. If you've tried It, that It's
the best aver burned.. Its freedom
qualfrom Impurities, Its
ities and our fairness as to weight and
delivery, entitle us to your patronage.
Remember we guarantee 2,000 pounds
absolutely In every ton leaving our
yard. We also handle all kinds of
mill wood, mountain wood and kind-fla-

'

free-burnin- g

John S. Beaven
Both phonos.

The Delights of a

Summer Resort
When you go to a summei retort, one of the chief delights are
the wide, cool, cozy vuandas where
you can sit in thesnade and enjoy

Vi

a cool, delightful breeze.

Vudor
PorcH Shades

with perfect privacr, while viewing-th- f
Vudor Window
You cm also v
Shade adjusted to your windowt, whera
they wilt let in the cool hreez and keep
out the heat ol the uminer wn. They
are especially commended lor nun-tri- e
and living rooma.
Vudor Porch Shadea coat from 92. IH. up,
They are made in different color a to
with the woodwork ol yoar honx.

You are especially requested to
the Vudor Exhibit in our
shade department
view

DINNER WARE,

Corner Second and Copper Ave.

Subscribe for The Citizen

GREAT

V

The Albuquerque Transfer Co.
handles any old thing. Call at
No. 110 West Gold avenue. Au- tomatlc 'phone 862. Bell 'phone
155 black.

All $2.50 Champion

Hats, Green Tagged

V

Undertaking Company,
Successors to Edwards
Both

307 West Railroad
'Phones.

eV

SIMON STERN
THE RAILROAD AVENUE CLOTHIER

l

una ebn.aaa

-

Wholesale and Retail Hardware

Farm Implements, Pumps, Pipe and Fittings
HOSE, Belting, Packing, Engines, Boilers, Steam Pumps

Harness, Saddles, Leather,
Ranch Supplies
'....WRIT

rotf PRICES....

...Largest Stock in the Southwest...
1 13-- I

18- - 1

IT South

rirtt Strmet

North

401-40- 3

SATURDAY'S SPECIAL SALE.
lbs nice Cooking Apples
25c
pkgs Gold Red Seal Roasted

rirtt Street

Screen

Doors,

26c

can of Tomatoes for ...10c
and 1 pkg of
Foice for
25c
1 pkg of Cream of Wheat, only... 15c
3 cans of Corn
25c
1 pkg Postum Cereal
20c
can Price's Baking Powder 11
can Pure Leaf Lard, only. .. ,90c
8 barg Soap for
25c
We have a lot of California fresh
fruit and old Maximo Green Chili, in
the morning.
ANTONIO ARMIJO & CO.,
504 West Railroad Avenue.

Just received

Grape-Nut- s

doors, all sizes and new design.
Call on us for Lumber, Glass, Paints,

b

Oils

Cement

Also

for

REX

ALBUQUERQUE LUMBER GO.
copfoaHT.

PMNT3

Successor to John A. Las.
First and Marquett.

I

wm.

Proprietors- -

CHAS. F. MYERS- -

and

FLINTKOTE ROOFING.

ST

IE o

a carload of screen

Automatic 'Phono ISS.

Mcintosh
Colorado Pbooo 197

Fuehr,

Avenue.

Dai or Night

SALE

"Come Again" Quality

at
"Come Again" Prices

Discount

...HARDWARE...

RETAIL
DEERINC HARVESTING MACHINES

WHOLESALE

Agents for
Colt's Revolvers
and Automatic Pistols
Winchester Rifles

Store will close Satur-days at

12

o'clock

M.,

and reopen 6 p. m.
during July and August

Shotgu n s, Ammunition

Mowers and Repairs

Studebaker

Binders, Tedders.

Waslilbtsfm Co,

Wagons

Wiss Scissors
and Shears

Reapers, Hay Rakes
and Headers.

Eclipse Wind Mills
r

112 S. Soooaa St.

$1.90

In Our Sample Rooms

J pkg

are
and
our

fading Jeweler,

The Fuehr

an Interesting place this week. We are
exhibiting Summer Suits at prices that
Invite you to come In. When you get In
we will show you other things of the

Won Cold Avo.

GO-LA- S

and Examine the BEATIFUL GOODS Dlsplavea

tiitiTirititttitu

Is
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Brings out some wonderful bargains for shrewd, quick, buyers.
Special Saturday and Monday, only, any pair of DON
or $330 OXFORDS In the store, for $3.
Any pair HANAN'S 95 OXFORDS In the store for $4.
SPECIAL DURING THE WEEK:
All $2.50 shoes, Green Tagged ..."
$1,90
All $4.50 Stetson Hats, Green Tagged
$3.90
All $3.50 Tiger Hats, Green Tagged
$2.90

Steam and Hot Water Heating
Call

Coffee

any

Hats and Shoes

DON'T FORGET

1

.El

of Men's

10-l- b

S3ffi7'T,

8

GREEN TAG SALE.....

4,000 Tons of Freight.
Wanted to let contract for hauling
all or part of 4,000 tons of freight.
Good wagon road, mostly down grade.
Plenty graRs and fine water. Distance
fourteen miles. Answer A. B. C, care
Albuquerque Evening Citizen.

Watches, Jewelry and Silverware

..MID-SUMMER- ...

20

HISTORY.
The first steam railroad In operation was used by the Delaware &
Hudson Canal company In 1829, to
cany coal from Its mines to fhe canal
for shipment to New York. The track
was sixteen miles long.
The rails
were of rolled Iron x2V4 Inches, were
spiked, broadside down, to hemlock
joists, laid on cross ties ten feet apart.
The engine in its trial trip made ten
miles an hour.
The Baltimore & Ohio road was the
first Ameilcan road to organize on an
extensive system. Begun in 1828, it
had in 1835 a track mileage of 115
miles.
The first trains between New York
and Philadelphia ran on the Camden
& Amboy, which road was begun In
1
1832 and completed In 1837, and
now part of the Pennsylvania railroad system.
The Pennsylvania was chartered In
1846.
Construction was begun In the
following year and the road was
opened In 1854. Trains to Chicago
were first run over this road In 1858, a
fact which lends added Interest to the
present triumph over distance and
time in the
schedule between
New York and Chicago,

aaa ip

I

Special

Pay-Da- y

COMBINED WITH THE

FACTS IN RAILROAD

25
2

Diamondi axe always in order. We can talk Diamond
lo you at
lime. They are an Investment, and a good investment at the prices we
selling them. We nave some exquisite Diamond Brooches, Solitaire Rings
Studs, and we are really selling them very, very cheap. Take a look in
(tore and price them.

0. W. STRONG'S SONS" titrrtttttttttiiti
RUGS, FURNITURE,
LIKOLKUM.

when the stomach U "out of
order." A 50 years record of
cures is back of every bottle.

DIAMONDS

on

porch at cosy
your
and rontloruhle, by shiming out thr un
with VudnrShartts. They ietinthe brrrti
I hey practically
nri keep nut the heat.
add another room tn your lnmi tha
plearamest room of all dunn? (lit bent.d
seison. You cai lervtj luncheons or tea
on a porch totted with
You can mak

Sta-rch-

10-ce-

A

I

STOMACH BITTERS

'

ape-Nut-

The kind that has tho greatest number of advantages, the most style
and gives the most satisfaction Is of course the one you want to buy.
It will be easy to convince you that our shoes fill these requirements
to our unusual degree If we can get you Interested enough to look over
etock. They fit, they look well and they wear as well as good leather
and good workmanship ever did or will.

HOSTETTER'S

'

R. H.

THE

14, 1905.

TRY

milMM.II.IIH
-

FRIDAY, JULY

,

.WR1TK FOR PRICKS.
Mail Orders Solicited and Promptly Filled

Albuquerque, New Mexico.

